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Abstract
Extracellular vesicles (EVs), which express a repertoire of cargo molecules (cf. proteins, microRNA, lipids, etc.), have been garnering a prominent role in the modulation of several cellular processes. Here, using both non-human primate and rodent
model systems, we provide evidence that brain-derived EV (BDE) miRNA, miR29a-3p (mir-29a), is significantly increased during chronic methamphetamine (MA)
exposure. Further, miR-29a levels show significant increase both with drug-seeking
and reinstatement in a rat MA self-administration model. We also show that EVassociated miR-29a is enriched in EV pool comprising of small EVs and exomeres
and further plays a critical role in MA-induced inflammation and synaptodendritic
damage. Furthermore, treatment with the anti-inflammatory drug ibudilast (AV411),
which is known to reduce MA relapse, decreased the expression of miR-29a and
subsequently attenuated inflammation and rescued synaptodendritic injury. Finally,
using plasma from MUD subjects, we provide translational evidence that EV-miR29a
could potentially serve as a biomarker to detect neuronal damage in humans diagnosed with MA use disorder (MUD). In summary, our work suggests that EVassociated miR-29a-3p plays a crucial role in MUD and might be used as a potential
blood-based biomarker for detecting chronic inflammation and synaptic damage.
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INTRODUCTION

The abuse of methamphetamine (MA), a potent psychostimulant, poses a significant health and economic threat globally. Acute
and chronic MA use is known to cause serious health problems leading to intense behavioural changes including paranoia,
insomnia, agitation, hallucinations and delusions (Grant et al., 2012; Sacks et al., 2005). Neuroimaging studies have revealed that
MA exposure can indeed cause neurodegenerative changes in the brains of human MA misusers (Aron & Paulus, 2007). These
abnormalities include a persistent decrease in the levels of dopamine and serotonin transporters in the midbrain, subcortical
and cortical regions of MA-dependent individuals (Mccann et al., 1998, Sekine et al., 2003; Volkow, Chang, Wang, Fowler, Ding,
et al., 2001; Volkow, Chang, Wang, Fowler, Franceschi, et al., 2001).
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Notably, a recent positron emission tomography (PET) study found prominent microglial activation in the midbrain, subcortical and cortical regions of MA misusers (Sekine et al., 2008). The levels of microglial activation correlated inversely with duration
of MA abstinence, highlighting that glial cell responses persist during MA exposure (Sekine et al., 2008). Indeed, several studies
have shown indirect and direct effects of MA on inflammation. For example, it has been postulated that MA exposure indirectly
influences inflammation via the release of excessive glutamate (Glu) (Nash & Yamamoto, 1992; Stephans & Yamamoto, 1994).
It has been previously shown that stimulation of Glu receptors increase microglial activation and blocking the receptors with
antagonists reduced significant microglial activation indicating that Glu receptor stimulation can induce neuroinflammation
(Thomas & Kuhn, 2005). Therefore, MA induced Glu release is thought to increase microglial activation, consequently leading
to release of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as tumour necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), interleukin-1β (IL-1β), interleukin-6 (IL-6)
and interleukin-8 (IL-8), contributing to neurotoxicity (Yamamoto et al., 2010). Further, direct MA exposure has also been shown
to activate microglia (Fantegrossi et al., 2008; Lavoie et al., 2004; Sriram et al., 2006) and astrocytes (Miyatake et al., 2005; Shah
et al., 2012) to release inflammatory cytokines in the brain. Chronic MA exposure can lead to sustained neuroinflammation that
can lead to persistent MA-induced neuronal injury and neuropsychiatric impairments (Vandenbark et al., 2019). The underlying
mechanism/s of chronic MA-induced inflammation and its effect on long-term damage to the brain is still unclear. Moreover,
the specific role of glial cells, including their communication with neurons, in affecting overall brain function has not been well
understood. One set of prominent and emerging players, extracellular vesicles (EVs), which include exosomes, microvesicles
and apoptotic bodies, have been garnering increasing interest for their role in several neurodegenerative disorders (You & Ikezu,
2019). EVs are released by many cell types into the extracellular environment and are commonly found in biological fluids such
as blood (Caby et al., 2005), urine (Pisitkun et al., 2004), saliva (Palanisamy et al., 2010), breast milk (Admyre et al., 2007),
bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (Admyre et al., 2003) and semen (Frenette et al., 2010; Llorente et al., 2004; Madison et al., 2014;
Renneberg et al., 2001; Renneberg et al., 1997; Ronquist et al., 2012; Sahlén et al., 2002; Skibinski et al., 1994; Stridsberg et al., 1996;
Sullivan et al., 2005) and express various cargo molecules comprised of proteins, RNA, small RNAs such as microRNAs (miRNA),
mRNA and lipids. Recent studies have shown that EVs play a major role in microbial pathogenesis and immune responses via
intercellular communications, including activation of antiviral pathways or transfer of antiviral factors between different cells (Li
et al., 2013; Madison et al., 2014; Madison et al., 2015; Näslund et al., 2014; Vojtech et al., 2014). In the brain, astrocytes (Taylor
et al., 2007), microglia (Potolicchio et al., 2005) and neurons (Faure et al., 2006) have been shown to release EVs. In particular,
EVs have been implicated to serve as carriers of toxic molecules to and from cells, thus making them attractive candidates to
study the progression of disease pathogenesis (Gupta & Pulliam, 2014). While the role of EVs in cancer pathogenesis (Guo &
Guo, 2015, Takahashi et al., 2017), neurodegenerative diseases and viral infections (Ellwanger et al., 2017; Raab-Traub & Dittmer,
2017) has been discussed extensively, the role of EVs in drug addiction is not yet clearly defined. Recently, our laboratory reported
miRNA cargo of brain derived-EVs (BDE) produced in the brains of simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV)-infected macaques
with central nervous system (CNS) disease (Yelamanchili et al., 2015), in mouse models of traumatic brain injury (Harrison
et al., 2016), and in substance abuse related works (Hu et al., 2012; Koul et al., 2020; Shahjin et al., 2019). Importantly, we and
others have shown that these EV-associated miRNAs can signal via binding to Toll-like receptors (TLRs) (Lehmann et al., 2012;
Winkler et al., 2014; Yelamanchili et al., 2015). TLRs in the CNS can be activated by binding to endogenous ligands released by
injured or stressed cells (Fang et al., 2014; Tsai et al., 2014). In the CNS, TLR7 is highly expressed in microglia but not commonly
expressed in other cells including neurons, endothelial cells, astrocytes and oligodendrocytes (Michaelis et al., 2019). MiRNAs,
which are single stranded RNA molecules, mimic viral RNA and therefore can bind directly to TLRs leading to activation of
NF-κβ signalling and secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines (Fabbri et al., 2012). Therefore, it has been postulated that EV
carrying miRNAs are signalling molecules with important functions in innate immunity and inflammation (Fabbri et al., 2013).
Neuroinflammation, a key hallmark of several neurological disorders, including MA use disorder (Kim et al., 2020; Krasnova
et al., 2016), is largely characterised by activation of microglia, pericytes and astrocytes as well as T-lymphocytes, macrophages
and dendritic cells crossing the brain-blood barrier in the inflamed brain. Although, low level inflammation is considered to be
beneficial to the brain, chronic inflammation causes neuronal injury (Shastri et al., 2013).
In the present study, we focus on the role of BDE associated miRNA, miR-29a-3p (miR-29a) whose expression was increased
with chronic MA exposure. Using both in vivo and in vitro model systems, we provide novel evidence that miR-29a is localised
to sEVs and exomeres. Further, we show a critical role in MA-induced inflammation and subsequent synaptodendritic damage.
Treatment with the anti-inflammatory drug ibudilast, resulted in the reversal of this cascade.


.

RESULTS
Chronic MA exposure influences EV numbers, size and subtypes in brain

To study the effects of chronic MA exposure on EVs, we utilised two models; a well-established rhesus macaque model that was
developed to mimic chronic MUD in people who go for periods with relatively high MA use followed by abstinence (‘crashing‘)
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for a few days (Madden et al., 2005; Marcondes et al., 2010) (see Figure S1 and Table S1 for animal data) and a self-administration
rat model. Macaques that have chronic MA administration were necropsied at the end of 28 weeks. Brains were harvested and
snap frozen for BDE isolation. BDE from both saline control and chronic MA-exposed brains were subjected to transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) and nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA). While BDE from saline controls displayed a size range
between ∼100 and 200 nm, the MA-treated animals revealed a wider range; we found a mix of heterogenous sizes from <50 nm
to >500 nm (Figure 1a, see Figure S2A for wide field images). NTA also showed similar distribution in sizes (Figure 1b) and
further revealed significantly higher concentrations of BDE in the MA group (Figure 1c). Based on the increase in number of
BDE, we next assessed whether EV biogenesis was altered. EV biogenesis depends on several genes, including the endosomal
sorting complexes required for transport (ESCRT)-dependent (Colombo et al., 2013; Juan & Fürthauer, 2018) and -independent
pathways such as the ceramide synthesis pathway (Trajkovic et al., 2008). RNA isolated from macaque frontal grey tissue was
subjected to qRT-PCR using an array-based format. Several genes involved in the ESCRT-dependent and -independent pathways
were upregulated. Specifically, genes belonging to the families ESCRT-0: HRS, STAM; ESCRT-I: VPS, TSG; ESCRT-III:
CHMPB, CHMPB, CHMPC and CHMP and Disassembly complex: ALIX, VPSA were significantly elevated in the MA
group. We also found a significant upregulation of genes in ceramide synthesis pathway, such as CERS, CERS and CERS, as
well as the proinflammatory cytokine TNFα in the MA group (Figure 1d). These data indicate that the ESCRT and ceramide
pathways were affected by chronic MA exposure.
Further, we assessed BDE isolated from rats that underwent a MA self-administration regimen. This model mimics closely
humans who are diagnosed with MA use disorder. Rats were trained to self-administer MA over 25 days, after which these rats
underwent extinction for 14 days (mimicking rehabilitation). Similar to what we saw with the monkey BDE, TEM (Figure 1e,
Figure S2B and NTA (Figure 1f) analysis revealed heterogenous BDE sizes as well as increase in BDE concentration (Figure 1g).
Since both the models showed a large heterogeneity in the EV populations, it is imperative to discern the kind of EV subtypes
that are specifically released by chronic MA exposure. Recently, several groups have reported various vesicular and non-vesicular
markers to identify specific EV subtypes (Jeppesen et al., 2019; Kowal et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2019). Here, we used markers to
distinguish small EVs (sEVs), large EVs (lEVs), nanovesicles and non-EVs. Specifically, Alix, TSG101, HSP70, CD63 and CD81
were used to detect sEVs; Annexin V (Anx V) for lEVs (microvesicles/apoptotic vesicles/apoptotic bodies); ApoE markers for
detecting non-membranous vesicular markers such as lipoproteins and HSP90 for nanovesicles (exomeres). We also assessed the
presence of miRNA biogenesis machinery such as Argonaute proteins (Ago1 and Ago2) and EV negative marker, GM130, in the
BDE preparations. WB results indicate a significant increase in expression of sEV markers Alix, TSG101, HSP70 and CD63; lEV
marker Anx V and exomere marker HSP90 in the MA groups when compared to the saline (SA) controls. Only CD 81 showed a
significant decrease in MA group and no change in expression was observed for Flot 1. Other non-EV components such as ApoE,
Ago1 and Ago2 were undetectable, indicating the BDE preparations were devoid of lipoproteins or miRNA biogenesis machinery,
respectively (Figure 2). These data collectively not only indicates that chronic MA exposure influences size, concentration but
also specific EV subtypes in the brain.

.
Chronic MA exposure enhances BDE biogenesis and upregulates the expression of TLR,
activating miR-a cargo
EV associated RNA cargo has gained significant interest in the field since their initial discovery (Skog et al., 2008; Valadi et al.,
2007). We and others have found that miRNA cargo that contain specific GU-rich sequences can elicit inflammation as well as
neuronal injury through binding to toll-like receptor (TLR) 7/8, similar to single stranded viral RNA molecules (Fabbri et al., 2012;
Lehmann et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2013; Park et al., 2014; Yelamanchili et al., 2015). Chronic MA exposure causes neuroinflammation
thereby leading to deleterious outcomes. We investigated the role of miRNA cargo in perpetuating inflammation and neuronal
injury. Small RNA sequencing (seq) was performed on BDEs isolated from macaque brain (frontal grey). Results revealed six
miRNAs above the average set of reads >635 that closely reached significance (Table S2). Intriguingly, all the miRNAs except
miR-197 have GU motifs in the sequences. Out of the six miRNAs, hsa-miR-29a-3p_R1 (miR-29a) has the canonical GGUU
sequence and has been shown previously to bind to TLR7 and elicit inflammation in macrophages (Fabbri et al., 2013). Similar
to the previous findings, synthetic miR-29a is the only miRNA that strongly activated proinflammatory cytokine TNFα in two
cell lines: TLR7-expressing RAW 264.7 monocyte-macrophages and immortalised wild type microglia (WT-MG) (Table S3).
No TNFα secretion was seen with miR-29a treatments in TLR7-/- microglia (TLR-/- -MG), confirming that the secretion was
induced by binding. Although, miR-143-3p and miR-24-3p elicited TNFα response in RAW 264.7 macrophages, they failed to
elicit response in WT-MG.
Next, post-validation of the RNA sequencing data was performed by targeted Taqman qRT-PCR assay. Due to the absence of a
standard internal control for normalising miRNA in EVs, a standard curve was ran using synthetic miRNA oligonucleotides and
miRNA copy numbers were estimated by qRT-PCR. Results indicate a significant increase in miR-29a copy number (Figure 3a,
right panel). The other five miRNAs could not be post-validated (Figure S3). These data together suggest that BDE-miR29a is
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F I G U R E  Chronic MA administration increases the number, size, and biogenesis of BDE. BDE were isolated from frontal grey and cortical tissue
harvested from saline controls and MA-administered macaques and rats, respectively. (a, e) TEM reveals ∼100–200 nm-sized vesicles in control-BDE samples,
a significant range in vesicles ranging from small (<50 nm), medium (∼50–200 nm), large (∼200–500 nm) and very large (>500 nm) vesicles were seen in
MA-BDE. (b and f) Similarly, NTA shows different size ranges in MA-BDE when compared to control-BDE and (c and g) reveals significant differences in BDE
number between control and MA groups. Data represented as Mean ± SEM, n = 5 animals per group; ****p < 0.0001, Welch’s t-test. (d) Custom qRT-PCR
panel for EV biogenesis genes revealed several genes to be significantly upregulated in the frontal grey brain tissue such as HRS, STAM, VPS, TSG, ALIX,
VPSA, CHMPB, CHMPB, CHMPC, CHMP, CERS, CERS, CERS and proinflammatory cytokine TNFα. Data represented as Mean ± SEM, n = 5
animals per group, ****p < 0.0001, ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.005, *p < 0.05 (Adjusted p value), Multiple t-test followed by Holm-Sidak correction
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F I G U R E  Comprehensive characterisation of EV markers on BDE. BDE were isolated from rat cortical tissues harvested from saline controls (SA-BDE)
and MA treatments (MA-BDE). Western blotting was performed for Alix, TSG101, HSP70, CD63 and CD81 to detect sEVs; Annexin V (Anx V) for detecting
lEVs (large EVs); ApoE for detecting lipoproteins and HSP90 for exomeres. MiRNA biogenesis machinery proteins such as Argonaute protein 1 (Ago1) and
Argonaute protein 2 (Ago2) and EV negative marker, GM130, were also assessed in the BDE preparations. Ponceau stained (PS) bands were used for
normalisation. Results indicate a significant increase in expression of sEV markers Alix, TSG101, HSP70 and CD63; lEV marker Anx V and exomere marker
HSP90 in the MA groups when compared to the saline (SA) controls. Only CD 81 showed a significant decrease in MA group and no change in expression was
observed for Flot 1. Other non-EV components such as ApoE, Ago1 and Ago2 were undetectable, indicating the BDE preparations was devoid of lipoproteins or
miRNA biogenesis machinery, respectively. Negative marker GM130 was not detected. Data represented as Mean ± SEM, n = 3 animals per group, **p < 0.005
and *p < 0.05, Welch’s unpaired t-test was performed

strongly associated with chronic MA exposure. Finally, to elucidate which specific cell type in the brain expressed miR-29a, in situ
hybridisation (ISH) was performed on the frontal brain sections (macaques). Neurons (MAP2) and microglia (IBA1) expressed
significantly higher miR-29a in the MA group (Figure 3b (i) and Figure 3c, left panel). Interestingly, we see that in MA brains,
miR-29a-expressing microglia are in very close proximity to neighbouring neurons and the processes are in contact with neuronal
cell bodies (Figure 3b (i), Zoom). An overall increase in IBA1-stained microglia, indicating increased activation of microglia in
MA-exposed brains (Figure 3c, right panel; see also Figure S4). Alternatively, astrocytes (GFAP, red) showed minimal expression
of miR-29a (Figure 3b (ii)).
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F I G U R E  Chronic MA treatment increases the
biogenesis and the expression of miR-29a-3p in BDE.
(a) Post-validation by qRT-PCR analysis. Left panel: A
standard curve for miR-29a-3p primer; right panel:
qRT-PCR analysis reveals significant increase in miR-29a
expression in MA group when compared to the saline
controls. Data represented as Mean ± SEM, n = 5 animals
per group, ****p < 0.0001, Two-tailed unpaired t-test.
(b) (i) Top panels: Combined FISH and IF of frontal brain
sections for Cy5-scrambled (SCRM), Cy5-miR-29,
microglial marker IBA1 (red) and neuronal marker MAP2
(green). Increased expression of microglia (IBA1, red) and
miR-29a (purple) is seen with chronic MA treatments
when compared to saline treatments in rhesus macaques.
ISH with SCRM probe do not show any non-specific
reactivity. Zoom panels reveal close proximity of
microglial cell processes (IBA1, red) with miR-29a (purple)
expressed neurons (green). (ii) Bottom panels: No
colocalisation was observed with GFAP (red), an astrocyte
marker. DAPI (blue) was used to label nuclei. Scale
bars = 20 µm for all panels except 5 µm for MA-zoom
panels. (c) Quantifications for miR-29a number per cell
revealed a significant increase in miR-29a not only in both
neurons (MAP2) and microglia (IBA1) but also in only
microglia (IBA1). A total of 100 cells obtained from 10
images from each animal (n = 5 per SA/MA) were used for
analysis. Data represented as Mean ± SEM, n = 100,
****p < 0.0001, Welch’s t-test
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F I G U R E  EV-miR29a enhances MA-induced microglial release of proinflammatory cytokines. (a–c) Immortalised wildtype microglia (WT-MG) were
treated with synthetic DOTAP formulations generated for full-length miR-29a (miR-29a) along with TLR7 binding mutants: “G” (29a-G), “U” (29a-U) and
“GU” (29a-GU). A time-dependent expression of (a) TNFα (b) IL and (c) ILβ genes was measured by qRT-PCR. Results indicate a significant expression of
TNFα, IL and ILβ in 2 and 4 h, reaching a peak at 2 h for TNFα ; 4 h for IL and ILβ. No significant increase was observed when using either vehicle
(DOTAP) control or miR-29a mutants. Data represented as Mean ± SEM, n = 3; ****p < 0.0001, ***p < 0.001. Two-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple
comparison was performed. (d–f) ELISA assay conducted on media supernatants from immortalised wild-type microglia (WT-MG) and TLR7-/- microglia
(TLR-/- -MG)) treated with synthetic DOTAP formulations generated for full-length miR-29a (miR-29a) along with TLR7 binding mutants; “G” (29a-G), “U”
(29a-U) and “GU” (29a-GU) and other miR-29 family members, miR-29b and miR-29c. Results indicate a significant increase in (d) TNFα (e) IL6 and (f)
IL1β production in media supernatants from miR-29a-treated WT-MG when compared to non-detectable levels seen in media from either miR-29a mutants.
Data represented as Mean ± SEM, n = 4; ****p < 0.0001, Two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparison was performed

.
Artificial encapsulation of miRa enhances microglial release of pro-inflammatory
cytokines and induces synaptodendritic damage
To further investigate the role of EV-associated miR29a (EV-miR29a) on TLR7 signalling, inflammation and subsequent synaptic
damage, we utilised immortalised microglial cells from WT and TLR7-/- mice. Wildtype miR-29a, along with mutants for ‘G’
(29a-G), ‘U’ (29a-U) and ‘GU’ (29a-GU) nucleotides to generate TLR7 signalling defective miR-29a, were synthesised. In parallel,
miR-29b and miR-29c also belonging to miR-29 family were synthesised to corroborate the response is specific to miR-29a.
The synthetic miRNAs were formulated with DOTAP and mouse immortalised WT microglial cultures (WT-MG) or TLR7-/microglia (TLR-/- -MG) were treated. Cells were collected at different timepoints (1, 2, 4 and 8 h) and media supernatants were
taken after 24 h to check for the expression of proinflammatory cytokines (TNFα, IL and ILβ) or their release into the media
by ELISA. qRT-PCR results indicated a significant increase in expression of TNFα, IL and ILβ after 2 and 4h, reaching peak
expression at 2 h post-transfection for TNFα and at 4 h (Figure 4a) for IL and ILβ (Figure 4b and c). However, no response was
seen with either miR-29a mutant or when treated with DOTAP control. Media supernatants were collected after 24 h to measure
the released cytokines. ELISA results indicated a significant increase in TNFα, IL6 and IL1β production in media supernatants
from WT-MG when compared to non-detectable levels found in media from either miR-29a mutants or in media from TLR7-/microglia (TLR-/- -MG) (Figure 4d, e and f). These data collectively indicate that EV-miR29a can bind to the TLR7 receptor and
activate the transcription of proinflammatory genes in microglia through activation of the TLR7 receptor.
Next, we examined the effects of EV-miR29a on synaptic integrity using primary neuronal cultures isolated from mouse cortex. WT and TLR7-/- mouse cortical neurons were cultured from P0 pups. At days in vitro (DIV) 13, neuronal cultures were
treated with synthetic miRNA:DOTAP formulations for 24 h as described previously. For measuring the effects on synapses,
neurons were fixed and stained with pre-synaptic marker VGLUT1, post-synaptic marker PSD95, and neuronal marker MAP2.
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F I G U R E  EV-miR29a causes synaptodendritic injury in primary cortical neurons. Wild-type (WT) and TLR7 knock out (TLR7-/- ) mouse cortical
neurons were incubated with 1 µg of synthetic miRNAs; miR-29a, miR-29a containing a mutation in TLR7 binding site (miR29aUG) and a knownTLR7
agonist, Imiquimod, and DOTAP. Neurons were incubated for 24 h and then stained with MAP2 for neurons; PSD95 to mark the a post-synapse, VGLUT1 for
pre-synapse and Drebrin for staining the dendritic spines. The number of PSD95/VGLUT1 co-localised puncta were counted and quantified in both (a) WT
and (b) TLR7-/- neuronal cultures. (c) Quantification of the data from the WT cultures indicates a significant decrease in synapses as observed by a significant
decrease in VGLUT1/PSD-95 puncta from miR-29a:DOTAP as well as in Imiquimod treated cultures when compared to miR29a-UG or vehicle (DOTAP)
control. However, no such decrease was observed when TLR7-/- cultures were treated with either miR-29a or the other controls. Similarly, dendritic spine
measurements were analyzed. Quantification of the dendritic spine number revealed a significant decrease in spines as observed by a decrease in
drebrin-labelled spines in miR-29a:DOTAP as well as in Imiquimod-treated cultures when compared to miR29a-UG or vehicle (DOTAP) control. Again, we
did not observe any differences in the spine numbers when TLR7-/- cultures were treated under similar conditions. All the experiments were performed in
three replicates (n = 3) and a total of 10 neurons from each replicate were used for analysis. For the final compilation of the data, 50-µm dendrite segments and
45 dendrites per condition were used for the final analysis. Data represented as Mean ± SEM, ****p < 0.0001. Two-way ANOVA followed by Sidak multiple
comparison was performed. Data are represented as box and whisker plot to display the median, lower and upper quartiles, and lower and upper extremes of a
set of data

For measuring dendritic spine changes, neurons were immunostained with Drebrin, a dendritic spine marker. Compared to negative controls, miR-29aMUT (UG sequence when mutated to AA) and vehicle (DOTAP) control, miR-29a:DOTAP treatments
resulted in a decrease in number of synapses as observed by a significant decrease in VGLUT1/PSD95 puncta (Figure 5a–c). A
positive control for TLR7 activation, Imiquimod (IMI), displayed a similar decrease in synaptic puncta (Liu et al., 2013). Similarly,
a significant decrease in dendritic spine numbers was observed with miR-29a:DOTAP treatments when compared to mutants or
only DOTAP control (Figure 5d–f).

.

Microglia exposed to chronic MA treatments release sEV-miRa

ISH results showed an increased expression in miR-29a in microglial cells during MA exposure in the brain, therefore, to define
the EV subtype origin for miR-29a, we utilised immortalised wild type microglial cells (WT-MG). Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH)
assay was utilised to measure the cytotoxic effects of MA exposure on WT-MG. Dose response and time course assays indicated
that a single treatment of 100 µM MA for 24 h or two treatments of MA over 48 h (once every 24 h) did not elicit toxicity
when compared to three treatments over 72 h (Figure S5). Labeling with 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3 phosphoethanolamine-N[lissamine rhodamine B sulfonyl] (N-Rh-PE), a fluorescent phosphatidyl ethanolamine analogue that has been shown to be taken
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up at the plasma membrane of cells, sorted to endosomes, and secreted in exosomes (Willem et al., 1990), showed an increase
in plasma membrane blebbing and endocytotic vesicles after 24 h (Figure 6a). Further, MA-exposed microglial cultures were
treated with a second dose of 100 µM MA or PBS (replicates an in vivo ‘binge’ scenario). TEM results show that most of the EVs
after 1 H post MA treatments were lEVs, and EVs isolated after 24 h post MA treatments were majorly comprised of sEVs and
nanoparticles which are <50 nm resembling exomeres, similar to what we observed with BDE (Figure 6b). Next, NTA analysis
was performed on the microglia derived EVs to corroborate the TEM findings. Similar to TEM, we see that smaller particles sized
(<50–100 nm) were significantly increased in the 24 h post MA and larger particles (∼100–500 nm) were significantly more in the
1 h post MA treatments when compared to the control treatments (Figure 6c). Further, western blot indicated the presence of sEV
marker, Alix and exomere marker, HSP90, after 24 h post MA treatments and lEV marker, Anx V after 1 h post MA treatments,
confirming the NTA result (Figure 6d). Next, we investigated whether miR-29a is enriched in lEVs or sEVs by quantifying the
expression levels of miR-29a at different timepoints after the second MA exposure on microglial cells. Results demonstrated that
miR-29a is not expressed in the lEVs that are released immediately after MA exposure but only expressed significantly in sEVs
that were collected after chronic ‘binge’ exposure (Figure 6e) indicating that miR-29a is localised to sEVs rather than lEVs. Finally,
in order to confirm whether the EV biogenesis genes changed similar to the in vivo experiments, we ran qRT-PCR on total RNA
isolated from WT-MG treated with 2× doses of MA over 48 h. Similar to the previous results, we saw differential regulation of
several genes involved in the ESCRT-dependent and -independent pathways. Specifically, several overlapping genes, such as HRS,
VPS, VPS, ALIX, CERS, CERS, CERS and proinflammatory cytokine TNFα, were significantly upregulated. Additionally,
in microglia, there is an increase in the expression of EV markers such as CD and FLOT; ESCRT-0: STAM; ESCRT-1: VPSB;
Disassembly complex: VPSA; microglial receptors CCR5 and CXCR3 and proinflammatory cytokine ILβ (Figure 6f).

.

sEV-miRa induces synaptodendritic damage in primary neurons

Since we know that sEVs from microglial cells contain miR-29a cargo, we wanted to investigate their effects on neurons. sEVs
were isolated from WT-MG cultures treated with saline (control), MA (2× doses) and from cultures that have been pre-treated
with an sEV inhibitor, GW4869, prior to MA treatments. NTA analysis (Figure 7a) revealed an increase in release of EVs post MA
treatments. Further, qRT-PCR on sEVs revealed increase in miR-29a copies (Figure 7b). Before evaluating the effect on neurons,
WT-MG and TLR7-/- -MG were treated with control- and MA-EVs. MA-EVs elicited a strong inflammatory response in WT-MG
but not in TLR7-/- -MG, confirming that MA-EVs can elicit an inflammatory response similar to the DOTAP complexed synthetic
miR-29a oligo (Figure S6). Next, we evaluated the effect of WT microglial derived EVs (MG-EVs) on neurons. We first optimised
the concentrations of MG-EVs to avoid non-specific toxicity. Concentrations of MG-EVs isolated from both control and MAtreated microglia were calculated by NTA. Primary mouse cortical cultures from WT (C57BL/6) mice were treated with various
concentrations of serially diluted MG-EVs. First, toxicity was measured by quantifying LDH release in media supernatants.
LDH assay indicated that a concentration of 1 × 109 particles/ml (25 µl EV volume) was non-toxic to neurons (Figure S7A).
Neuronal cultures were treated with non-toxic concentrations of EVs followed by dendritic spine and synapse measurements
after 24 h treatment. At this concentration, MA-EVs showed a significant effect on synaptodendritic architecture when compared
to control-EVs (Figure S7B and C). Accordingly, primary cortical cultures from both WT and TLR7-/- mice were treated with
1 × 109 EVs, followed by the quantification of dendritic spine and synapse numbers. Results showed a reduction in dendritic
spines (drebrin, red) (Figure 7c) synapse numbers (vglu1/psd95 puncta, yellow) (Figure 7d) in WT neurons treated with MAEVs compared to the control-EVs. TLR7-/- neurons displayed no significant loss of spines or synapses (Figure 7e and f), indicating
direct effects of synaptodendritic injury and TLR7 activation during MA insult. Quantifications are seen in Figure 7g and h.

.
Drug reinstatement led to increase in BDE secretion, EV-miRa expression and dendritic
spine loss in primary neurons
In order to accurately understand the role miR-29a in MA use disorder, it is crucial to study relapse behaviours. We now know
that chronic MA leads to increased EV biogenesis and secretion of EV-miR29a. In order to understand the role of miR-29a in
MA use disorder, we utilised MA self-administered rats that underwent extinction and reinstatement regimen to mimic drug
relapse in humans. During the self-administration and extinction sessions, the main effect on drug-seeking behaviour was seen
with day [F(38, 912) = 9.40, p < 0.001]], IVSA (intravenous self-administration) drug [F(1,24) = 91.56, p < 0.001], and with day ×
drug interaction [F(38,912) = 8.88, p < 0.001] (Figure 8a). Post hoc tests examining the day x IVSA drug interaction revealed that
total active lever presses for rats that received meth IVSA were greater than for rats that received saline IVSA for Days 1–30 and
32–34 (p ≤ 0.047). There was no effect of IVSA drug for day 31 and days 35–39 (p ≥ 0.05002). During reinstatement, there was
a main effect of IVSA drug [F(1,22) = 5.70, p = 0.026] and reinstatement dose [F(1,22) = 23.25, p < 0.001]. We did not see any
interaction effect [F(1,22) = 2.20, p = 0.152] (Figure 8b). Brain cortices were harvested immediately at the end of the reinstatement
procedure and BDEs were isolated. NTA was performed to measure particle concentrations, and miR-29a levels were measured by
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F I G U R E  MA exposure induces release of different EV subtypes. (a) N-RH-PE labeled WT-MG were exposed to repeated doses (2x) of 100 µM MA or
saline (SA control) for every 24 h. Post 24 h treatments (Rx), an increase in the expression of endocytotic vesicles and plasma membrane blebbing was observed
in MA-exposed samples when compared to the SA controls. Scale bars = 5 µm. (b) TEM images of EVs; Left Panel: isolated from media supernatants of
untreated controls (Control); Middle panel: isolated after 1 h second dose of 100 µM MA consisting of large EVs (1H postMA Rx- lEVs); Right panel: post 24 h
after 1 h second dose of 100 µM MA consisting of mostly of small EVs (24H postMA Rx- sEVs). Scale bars = 100 nm. (c) NTA shows increase in sEVs and lEVs
in 24 h (24 h-post MA) and 1 h (1 h- post MA) post MA treatment when compared to control groups, respectively. Data represented as Mean ± SEM, n = 5;
****p < 0.0001. Two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons. (d) Western blotting was performed on EVs isolated from media supernatants
after 1 h and 24 h MA treatments. Results reveal a significant increase in expression of sEV marker- Alix, exomere marker- HSP90 and lEV marker- Anx V in
the MA groups when compared to the controls (ctrl). Negative marker GM130 was not detected. Data represented as Mean ± SEM, n = 3, ***p < 0.001 and
*p < 0.05, Welch’s t-test. (e) qRT-PCR analysis for miR-29a expression after MA treatments reveal no difference in miR-29a after a single dose of MA
treatments post 24H or at earlier timepoints after the second dose, however, a significant increase was seen only at 24 h post-second dose, indicating that
miR-29a is released in small EVs rather than large EVs that were released during earlier timepoints. Data represented as Mean ± SEM, n = 3 experiments,
*p < 0.01(Adjusted p value), Multiple t-test using Holm-Sidak multiple comparisons. (f) WT-MG cultures were treated with a vehicle control or 100 µM MA
and qRT-PCR was performed. Results indicate several genes belonging to ESCRT pathway, EV markers (CD and FLOT), chemokine receptors (CCR and
CXCR) as well as proinflammatory cytokines TNFα and ILβ were upregulated. Data represented as Mean ± SEM; ****p < 0.0001, ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.005,
*p < 0.05 (Adjusted p value). Multiple t-test followed by Holm-Sidak method correction was performed
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F I G U R E  EVs released from MA-treated microglia cause synaptodendritic injury. Immortalised WT mouse microglia cultures (MG-WT) were treated
with vehicle control, MA and pretreated with an EV inhibitor, GW4869, to confirm MA specific EV release. (a) NTA analysis revealed a significant increase in
EV concentration in MA-treated microglia when compared to control or pretreated cultures with EV inhibitor, GW4869. Data represented as Mean ± SEM,
n = 3, ***p < 0.001, One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison. (b) QRT-PCR results revealed a significant increase in miR-29a copy number
in EVs isolated from MA treated microglia when compared to control or pretreated cultures with GW4869. Data represented as Mean ± SEM, n = 3,
**p < 0.005, One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison. Wildtype (WT) and TLR7 knock out (TLR7-/- ) mouse cortical neurons were
incubated with 1x109 EV particles from control and MA treated microglia for 24 h and then stained with MAP2, PSD95, VGLUT1 and Drebrin. The number of
PSD95/VGLUT1 colocalised puncta were counted and quantified in both (c and d) WT and (e and f) TLR7-/- neuronal cultures. (g, bottom panel)
Quantification of the dendritic spine number reveal a significant decrease in spines as observed by a decrease in Drebrin labeled spines from cultures treated
with MA-EVs when compared to control-EVs and no decrease was observed when TLR7-/- cultures were treated with either MA-EVs or control-EVs. (h,
bottom panel) Results indicate that in WT cultures treated with MA-EVs a significant decrease in synapses is seen as indicated by a significant decrease in
VGLUT1/PSD-95 puncta when compared to when treated with control-EVs. Data represented as Mean ± SEM, n = 3; ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.005. Two-way
ANOVA followed by Sidak multiple comparison was performed

qRT-PCR. As seen before with macaque brains, NTA showed a significant increase in particle count in MA-SA followed by
extinction session (RS-SA) as well as with 0.5 mg/kg reinstatement dose (RS-0.5 MA) when compared to saline (SAL) groups.
Interestingly, a single dose of MA in the saline (SAL) group did not show any increase in particle concentration (SAL/RS-0.5 MA).
However, when MA groups that received reinstatement with saline (RS-SA) and MA (RS-0.5 MA) were compared, a significant
increase in particle concentration was observed, indicating that reinstatement of MA (relapse) stimulates EV release in brain
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F I G U R E  Drug reinstatement led to increase in BDE
secretion, EV-miR29a expression and dendritic spine loss in
primary neurons. (a) Active (closed circle) and inactive (open
circle) lever presses (±SEM) are displayed for rats that
received 0.05 mg/kg/infusion methamphetamine (MA) (right
panel) or saline (SAL) (left panel) during self-administration
sessions (Day 1–25). A dotted line depicts the transition
between self-administration sessions and extinction (Day
26–39) sessions. The main effect on drug seeking behaviour
was seen with day [F(38, 912) = 9.40, p < 0.001]], IVSA
(intravenous self-administration) drug [F(1,24) = 91.56,
p < 0.001], and with day x drug interaction [F(38,912) = 8.88,
p < 0.001]. IVSA = intravenous self-administration;
mg/kg = milligram per kilogram. (b) Rats that previously
received MA (closed circle) or saline (open circle) intravenous
self-administration (IVSA; Day 1-25) were intraperitoneally
(IP) injected with 0 (saline) or 0.5 mg/kg MA 15 min before
the start of the reinstatement session. Post hoc tests reveal
that total active lever presses (left panel) for rats who received
meth IVSA rats were greater than for rats that received saline
IVSA for Day 1–30 and 32–34 (ps ≤ 0.047). No effect of IVSA
drug for day 31 and days 35-39 (p ≥0.05002) was observed.
During drug-primed reinstatement, there was a main effect of
IVSA drug [F(1,22) = 5.70, p = 0.026] and reinstatement dose
[F(1,22) = 23.25, p < 0.001]. We did not see any interaction
effect [F(1,22) = 2.20, p = 0.152]. Similarly, post-hoc tests
revealed that total infusions for rats who received meth IVSA
rats were greater than for rats that received saline IVSA (Day
1–30, 32–34). No effect of IVSA drug was seen for day 31 and
days 35–39 (p ≥ 0.05002). (c) NTA analysis on total particle
number show a significant increase in particle concentration
and (d) MiR-29a expression in BDEs after MA
self-administration and saline reinstatement (RS-SAL), a
further increase in both particle number and miR-29a
expression was seen with MA reinstatement only in groups
receiving 0.5 mg/kg but not in groups administering SAL.
Data represented as Mean ± SEM, n = 7 animals for saline
groups and n = 6 animals for MA groups. Two-way ANOVA
followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison test was performed.
(e) Wildtype microglia (WT-MG) and TLR7-/- microglia
(TLR7-/- -MG) were treated with BDE isolated from saline
(SAL-BDE) and MA (MA-BDE) groups. ELISA results show
an increase in the release of both IL1β and TNFα in WT-MG.
No response was seen with either SAL-BDE or with
TLR7-/- -MG. Data represented as Mean ± SEM, n = 6 per
group; **p < 0.005, *p < 0.05. Two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s
multiple comparison test was used to determine the
significance. (f) LDH assay on media supernatants of rat
primary neuronal cultures treated with BDE. Results showed
that a concentration of 1 × 109 particles/ml did not elicit any
cell toxicity when compared to 1 × 1010 particles/ml. Data
represented as Mean ± SEM, n = 6 per group: ****p < 0.0001.
Two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test was
used to determine the significance. (g) DIV 14 rat primary
neuronal cultures were treated with SAL-BDE and MA-BDE
and dendritic spines were analyzed. DIV 14 primary rat
neuronal cultures were immunostained with neuronal marker
MAP2 (green) and dendritic spine marker, Drebrin (red).
Results show a significant decrease in spine number with
MA-BDE when compared to SAL-BDE. In vitro experiments
were performed in three replicates (n = 3) and a total of 24
neurons from each replicate was used for analysis. For the
final compilation of the data, 50-µm dendrite segments from
306 dendrites for SAL-BDE or 369 dendrites for MA-BDE
were used for the final analysis. Data represented as
Mean ± SEM, n = 3 (Sal-BDE, 24.96 ± 0.8331, n = 74;
MA-BDE, 12.03 ± 0.5827, n = 74). ****p < 0.0001. Welch’s
unpaired t-test was performed
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(Figure 8c). When miR-29a levels were measured, we observed a similar increase in miR-29a copy numbers in MA groups (both
extinction and reinstatement) when compared to saline (SAL). Similarly, we also see a further increase in miR-29a copy numbers
in the MA reinstatement (RS-MA) group when compared to saline (RS-SA) (Figure 8d). Intriguingly, these results show that
miR-29a-containing EVs were still being released even when the animals were in the drug extinction phase, which was further
exacerbated during drug reinstatement. Together, these data confirm the release of EVs and EV-miR29a is not incidental during
chronic MA seeking, but its increase during reinstatement period (relapse) further confirms that EV-miR29a is an important
molecular target to be considered when studying MA use disorder.
We then wanted to investigate the effects of BDE isolated from MA reinstated animals on primary neurons. To address this,
we used BDE isolated from prefrontal cortices of rats that were reinstated with either saline (SAL) or 0.5 mg/kg MA (MA)
after extinction session. First, we wanted to investigate whether the BDE released from rats reinstated with MA induced proinflammatory cytokine release in microglia. Immortalised microglial cultures, from wildtype microglia (WT-MG) and TLR7-/microglia (TLR7-/- -MG), were treated with BDE isolated from SAL (SAL-BDE) and MA (MA-BDE) groups. ELISA on media
supernatants revealed that MA-BDE induced the release of both IL1β and TNFα in WT-MG. However, in TLR7-/- -MG, MA-BDE
failed to elicit any responses indicating that cargo in MA-BDE indeed can activate TLR7, a similar phenomenon that we observed
with EVs isolated from microglial cells (Figure 8e). Next, we wanted to investigate the effect of BDE on primary neuronal cultures.
Since dose for treatment is a critical factor, we conducted LDH assay on media supernatants of rat primary neuronal cultures
treated with BDE. Results showed that a concentration of 1 × 109 particles/ml did not elicit any cell toxicity and therefore could be
safely used for the in vitro treatment experiments (Figure 8f). Next, DIV 14 rat primary neuronal cultures were treated with BDE
isolated from SAL and MA groups and dendritic spines were analyzed. Since dendritic spines are the major sites for excitatory
synaptic input and serve as functional markers for synaptic function, we conducted a comprehensive analysis on dendritic spines
using the marker, drebrin. Results revealed that the spine number decreased significantly with MA-BDE when compared to SALBDE (Figure 8g). This data collectively indicates that MA-BDE is both pro-inflammatory and injurious to brain cells and is line
with our in vitro data (Figure 7).

.
Ibudilast (AV), an anti-inflammatory drug, reduces EV biogenesis as well as the expression
of EV-miRa after MA treatments
We have previously shown that, by reducing inflammation using the anti-inflammatory drug Ibudilast (IBUD), or AV411, we
were able to restore synaptic signalling and rescue drug-seeking behaviour in rats (Charntikov et al., 2015). IBUD is a phosphodiesterase (PDE) -4 and -10 inhibitor that has been extensively discussed to reduce glial activation (Suzumura et al., 2003;
Suzumura et al., 1999) and attenuate prime and stress-induced MA reinstatement in rats (Beardsley et al., 2010). Here, we wanted
to test whether IBUD can rescue EV-miR29a levels, thereby preventing synaptodendritic injury, using a rat self-administration
model of MA-seeking. In order to test the efficacy of IBUD, brain RNA and blood plasma were isolated from a subset of SA rats
that received either a low dose of 2.5 mg/kg (MA-2.5) or a high dose of 7.5 mg/kg (MA-7.5) IBUD during the extinction phase
(Charntikov et al., 2015). QRT-PCR analysis on the brain RNA for microglial marker, IBA, astrocyte marker, GFAP, and proinflammatory markers TNFα and IL revealed a significant increase in gene expression in rats that self-administer MA, whereas
IBUD treatments (either 2.5 or 7.5 mg/kg) clearly attenuated the expression of IBA, TNFα and IL (Figure 9a). Furthermore,
TNFα and IL6 levels in blood plasma mirrored the effect seen in brain (Figure 9b). Next, we tested whether IBUD effects EV biogenesis and miR-29a secretion in brain. For BDE isolations, we chose only the low dose (2.5 mg/kg) IBUD group since both the
concentrations reduced inflammation equally in rats. BDE were isolated and analysed by NTA and qRT-PCR. Results indicated
that there is a significant reduction in the total number of particles in the IBUD group when compared to the MA groups (Figure 9c), which is also accompanied by significant reduction in miR-29a copies post-IBUD treatment (Figure 9d). In summary,
we observed that anti-inflammatory drug, IBUD, was able to bring down both inflammation as well as miR-29a levels.

.
Pretreatment with IBUD rescues synaptodendritic injury in primary neurons that were
exposed to MA
Finally, we investigated whether IBUD pretreatments would rescue synaptic injury. Immortalised WT-MG cultures were pretreated with IBUD (100 µM) for 1 h before MA (100 µM) treatment. EVs were isolated from the media supernatants, followed
by NTA and qRT-PCR analysis. Results indicated that IBUD pretreatment not only reduced the EV number but also decreased
the miR-29a copy number in EVs isolated from microglial cells that were pretreated with IBUD (Figure 10a and b). Furthermore, we extracted RNA from the treated cultures and evaluated the expression of ESCRT-dependent and -independent genes
responsible for EV biogenesis. QRT-PCR data revealed that IBUD pretreatment significantly decreased the expression of several
genes that were elevated by MA, including ESCRT-dependent (ESCRT-0: HRS/HGS and STAM ; ESCRT-I: VPS; ESCRT-II:
VPS, VPS and Disassembly (Dis) complex: ALIX, VPSA), ESCRT-independent ceramide genes (CERS, CERS, CERS and
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F I G U R E  Ibudilast (IBUD), an anti-inflammatory drug, reduces EV biogenesis as well as the expression of EV-miR29a after MA treatments. (a)
qRT-PCR analysis on brain mRNA showed a significant increase in the expression of the proinflammatory cytokines IL-6 and TNF-α by MA, which was
attenuated by IBUD. Data represented as Mean ± SEM, n = 3 animals per group; ****p < 0.0001, **p < 0.005, *p < 0.05. One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s
multiple comparison test was used. (b) ELISA analysis on blood serum shows an increased expression of secretory IL6 and TNF-α by MA, attenuated by IBUD.
Data represented as Mean ± SEM, n = 6 animals for saline (SAL-Veh) and n = 8 animals for MA, MA-2.5 and MA-7.5 groups; One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s
multiple comparison test was used to determine the significance. ****p < 0.0001, **p < 0.005, *p < 0.05 (c) NTA results indicate a significant increase in BDE
concentration after administering MA, again reduced significantly by IBUD. Data represented as Mean ± SEM, n = 5 per group; ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.005.
One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test was used to determine the significance. (d) qRT-PCR on rat BDEs reveal increase in miR-29a copies
with MA (MA) and a significant attenuation in miR-29a expression by administration of 2.5 mg/kg IBUD (MA-2.5) during the extinction phase. Data
represented as Mean ± SEM, n = 5; ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.005. One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test was used

NSMASE) and proinflammatory cytokine TNFα (Figure 10c). Next, we isolated EVs from immortalised WT microglial cultures
that were either treated with MA alone or pre-treated with IBUD and added to primary neuronal cultures. Neurons were imaged
for spine and synapse changes, which demonstrated that pretreatment with IBUD rescued both the number of synapses (Figure 10d) as well as dendritic spine counts (Figure 10e), thus indicating a therapeutic potential of IBUD to revert synaptodendritic
injury caused by EVs released by microglia during MA exposure. These data collectively indicate that IBUD not only decreases
MA-induced microglia inflammation, but also can alleviate the effects of MA on EV biogenesis, expression of EV-miR29a and
synaptodendritic injury.

.

MA use increases plasma EV-miRa in macaques and human

Several groups have shown that EVs isolated from peripheral biofluids, such as plasma, can serve as biomarkers to detect brain
alterations (Athauda et al., 2019; Goetzl et al., 2016, 2018, Goetzl, Ledreux, et al., 2019, Goetzl, Peltz, et al., 2019; Karnati et al., 2019;
Pulliam et al., 2019). To test whether peripheral EV-miR29a could serve as a potential marker to identify MA-induced neuronal
injury; we utilised plasma samples from macaques that were on chronic MA regimen. Prior to quantification, the plasma was
checked for haemolysis by visually scoring the samples as well as by determining the degree of haemolysis by spectrophotometry
as described previously (Cripps, 1968; Yamada et al., 2014) (Figure 11a, left panel). Next, digital droplet-PCR (DDPCR) was
performed on EV-RNA isolated from the plasma samples that showed no co-relation between the degree of haemolysis and the
expression levels in the non-haemolysed samples (Figure 11a, middle panel). Accordingly, plasma EV from all the 10 animals (five
each for saline and MA) were subjected to DDPCR that revealed significantly higher miR29a copies in the MA group (Figure 11a,
right panel).
To corroborate the data from our preclinical samples into a translational relevance, we tested miR-29a levels in plasma from
male human subjects diagnosed with MA use disorder (MUD) (see Table S4). Out of the original 21 samples from all the subjects
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F I G U R E   Pretreatment with IBUD rescues synaptodendritic injury in primary neurons that were exposed to MA. Immortalised WT mouse microglia
(MG-WT) cultures were treated with vehicle control, MA, IBUD and IBUD+MA. (a) NTA analysis revealed that there is a significant increase in concentration
and (b) qRT-PCR analysis revealed a significant increase in miR-29a copy number of the EVs released in MA-treated microglia when compared to control,
whereas when treated with IBUD alone or pretreated with IBUD followed by MA, a significant decrease in concentration and miR-29a copy number was
observed. (a and b) Data represented as Mean ± SEM, n = 3; **p < 0.01. One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test was used. (c) Under similar
conditions, qRT-PCR was performed to evaluate EV biogenesis genes. Results indicate genes belonging to ESCRT pathway and proinflammatory cytokines
ILβ and TNFα were dramatically reduced. In addition, only one gene, CERS, showed upregulation. Data represented as Mean ± SEM, n = 3, ****p < 0.0001,
***p < 0.001, **p < 0.005, *p < 0.05 (Adjusted p value). Multiple t-test followed by Holm-Sidak method correction was performed. (d) WT mouse cortical
neurons were incubated with 1 × 109 EV particles from control, MA-treated and IBUD+MA-treated microglia for 24 h followed by staining with MAP2, PSD95
and VGLUT1. The number of PSD95/VGLUT1 colocalised puncta were counted and quantified. Results indicate that WT cultures treated with MA-EVs show a
significant decrease in VGLUT1/PSD-95 puncta when compared to control-EVs, whereas a pretreatment with IBUD showed a significant rescue in synaptic
loss. (e) Similarly, a significant decrease in dendritic spine number as observed by a decrease in Drebrin-labelled spines from cultures treated with MA-EVs
when compared to control-EVs, again a rescue in number was seen with pretreatment with IBUD. In vitro experiments were performed in three replicates
(n = 3) and a total of six neurons from each replicate was used for analysis. For the final compilation of the data, 50-µm dendrite segments and 18 dendrites per
condition were used for the final analysis. Data represented as Mean ± SEM, n = 3; ****p < 0.0001. One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison
was performed

(including controls), one sample showed high levels of haemolysis and therefore were discarded this from the final analysis of
data (Figure 11b, left and middle panels). Finally, 20 samples (controls = 10; MA = 10) were analyzed by DDPCR. Results revealed
a marked increase in the plasma miR-29a levels (Figure 11b, right panel), indicating that EV-miR29a could potentially serve as a
plasma diagnostic marker to assess potential inflammation and neuronal injury in MUD.



DISCUSSION

In this current study, we show for the first time how chronic MA exposure impacts EV release and biogenesis, including alterations
in miRNA cargo that result in subsequent synaptodendritic damage.
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F I G U R E   Chronic MA dependency increases plasma EV-miR29a in macaques and humans (a) Left graph; Blood plasma isolated from saline or
chronic MA-administered male macaques was checked for haemolysis by visually scoring the samples as well as by determining the degree of haemolysis by
spectrophotometry. Haemolysis was not detected in any of the samples; a standard curve of the haemolysed samples is shown as an insert. Middle graph;
correlation analysis showed that miR-29a expression did not correlate with the degree of haemolysis. Right graph; Total EVs were isolated from plasma and
miR-29a copies were quantified by DDPCR. Results indicate a significant increase in miR-29a copies in MA-treated animals. A total of ten male macaques were
used for this study (n = 5 for saline; n = 5 for MA). Data represented as Mean ± SEM, n = 5, ***p < 0.001. Unpaired t-test. (b) Left graph; Haemolysis analysed
for 21 human plasma samples revealed insignificant haemolysis for all except for one sample and therefore were eventually removed for further analysis. Middle
graph; correlation analysis revealed that miR-29a expression did not correlate with the degree of haemolysis. Right graph; Total EVs were isolated from a total
of 20 samples (controls = 10; MA = 10). MiR-29a copies were quantified by DDPCR. Results indicate a significant increase in miR-29a copies in the MUD
cohort. Data represented as Mean ± SEM, n = 10, ***p < 0.001. Unpaired t-test with Welch’s correction was performed

Our first observation was that chronic MA treatment in rhesus macaques caused an increase in BDE concentration and size
(Figure 1). Further, we find the same phenomenon with in vitro microglial cells treated with MA (Figure 6) and with rat SA model
(Figure 1). Previous studies have reported that MA causes vacuolation of endocytotic organelles (Cubells et al., 1994) and disrupts endosomal, lysosomal and autophagosomal pathways due to its ability to change pH gradient within subcellular organelles
(Tallóczy et al., 2008). It has also shown to induce the formation of large electron-dense membranous whorls, multivesicular
bodies and autophagic vacuoles (Larsen et al., 2002). It is well known that the aforementioned pathways are interrelated to EV
biogenesis and secretion (Jeppesen et al., 2019). Therefore, we speculated whether MA could disrupt EV biogenesis and therefore release. A qRT-PCR analysis revealed changes in expression of ESCRT pathway genes such as HRS, STAM, VPS, TGS,
ALIX, CHMPA, CHMPB, CHMPC and VPSB (Figure 1d). All except for VPSB gene were upregulated in MA-treated animals. Intriguingly, a previous study showed that knockdown of HRS, STAM and TSG decreased whereas, silencing of VPSB
increased the total exosome secretion (Colombo et al., 2013). Furthermore, they reported that HRS is responsible for the secretion
of small EVs (<50 nm), whereas STAM/ and ALIX are crucial for secretion of larger sized EVs (>100 nm). In our study, we saw
a heterogenous population of BDE, indicating that similar pathways might be responsible for increased EV biogenesis during
chronic MA treatment. CHMPA, which belongs to the ESCRT-III family, has also been shown previously to play a crucial role
in exosome secretion (Baietti et al., 2012), whereas CHMPB and CHMPC have been reported to play a crucial role in miRNA
packaging and EV biogenesis in human stem cells (Iavello et al., 2016). The other ESCRT proteins, such as VPS belonging to
the ESCRT-I family, have not been previously discussed in EV biogenesis and hence for the first time we report their regulation
in the brain after MA treatments.
Concomitant depletion of ESCRT subunits belonging to the four ESCRT complexes does not totally impair the formation of
EVs, indicating that other mechanisms may operate in the formation of EVs (Stuffers et al., 2009). Ceramide biosynthesis is one
of these pathways, and genes such as CERS, CERS, CERS and NSMASE have been previously shown to be involved in EV
biogenesis and release (Trajkovic et al., 2008). Interestingly, a previous report has shown that acute MA exposure in rats can
increase ceramide production in most tissues, including the brain, by increasing de novo ceramide biosynthesis genes such as
SPT, SPT, CERS, CERS and CERS (Astarita et al., 2015). Here, we see an increased expression of CERS and CERS genes
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that might indicate their role in secretion of EVs in macaques. Altogether, our data shows dysregulation in ESCRT-dependent
and -independent genes.
Since we observed that heterogenous populations of BDEs were released after chronic and repeated MA treatments, we wanted
to further characterise in what EV subtype miR-29a is localised. To further explore this question, we utilised BDE from saline
and MA self-administered rats. MA exposure in the brain led to release of different sizes of BDE, including really small (<50 nm)
to very large sizes (>500 nm). Absence of classical exosome markers has been reported in recent works that explored the heterogeneity of EVs, including non-membranous structures referred to as ‘exomere’ nanoparticles (Jeppesen et al., 2019; Kowal et al.,
2016; Zhang et al., 2019). Specifically, it was shown that many abundant miRNAs are localised to the non-vesicular fractions that
contain exomeres. To distinguish the EV subtypes in BDE, we used markers to distinguish sEVs, lEVs and non-membranous
nanovesicles or exomeres. Western blotting on BDE protein showed an increase in classical sEV markers such as Alix, TSG101,
HSP70 and CD63 indicating that chronic MA exposure led to increased exosome biogenesis, also, corroborating our qRT-PCR
data. Further, we surprisingly see an increase in HSP90 (Zhang et al., 2018) expression in MA-BDE indicating that chronic MA
induces the release of exomeres. This is a novel observation in our study. It has been shown previously that exomeres are highly
enriched in metabolic enzymes, nucleic acids and lipids (Zhang et al., 2018). It has also been shown that exomeres are also
enriched in miRNA biogenesis machinery such as Ago proteins (Jeppesen et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019). We did not detect any
Ago proteins in our BDE preparations. It could be speculated that exomeres isolated from brain BDE are different in composition than other cell types. A high-resolution purification of the specific EV types would probably help to delineate brain derived
exomere specific cargo. Other non-vesicular structures such as lipoproteins were undetectable in the BDE, indicating that the
preparations were devoid of any protein aggregates, a common contaminant found in plasma (Sódar et al., 2016). Furthermore,
we also found an increase lEV marker, Anx V, which is usually localised to EV secreted from apoptotic cells. It has been shown
previously that MA causes apoptosis of neurons in the brain, therefore, detection of Anx V+ EVs could be a strong indicator of
cell death pathway activation. These data collectively not only indicate that chronic MA exposure influences size, concentration
but also specific EV subtypes in the brain. Most, importantly, we for first time report exomeres as possible carriers of miR-29a,
although more works need to be done to further elucidate the function of exomeres in the brain and in substance use disorders.
Next, we investigated whether chronic MA exposure influences the miRNA cargo in BDE. A recent report showed evidence that
plasma EV-miRNA profile is altered in active MA users (Sandau et al., 2020). However, the tissue origin of plasma EV-miRNAs
is unclear. To gain more insight in the BDE-miRNA cargo, we ran small RNA sequencing. A total of six miRNAs were found to be
upregulated in chronic MA group when compared to saline controls. Out of the six miRNAs, hsa-miR-29a-3p_R1 (miR-29a) has
the canonical GGUU sequence, and which has been identified earlier as a TLR7 ligand (Fabbri et al., 2012). Using synthetic oligos,
we found that miR-29a treated WT macrophages (RAW 264.7) and microglia (WT-MG) cells secreted significant amounts of
TNFα when compared to other miRNAs. Failure in TNFα secretion was observed when TLR7 deficient microglial cells were
used confirming that the secretion was induced by binding. Interestingly, binding of miR-29a to TLR7 is not incidental because
mutant forms of miR-29a were unable to bind to TLR7 or stimulate immune response (Fabbri et al., 2012). Other miRNAs,
miR-143-3p and miR-24-3p elicited TNFα response in RAW 264.7 macrophages, however, they failed to elicit any response in
WT-MG. Intracellular localisation of TLR7 has been shown to influence its functional response to ligand binding. For example,
it has been reported that in cortical and hippocampal neurons where TLR7 is localised to the endosomes, stimulation with let7b, another TLR7 ligand, led to apoptosis (Lehmann et al., 2012), whereas in sensory neurons where TLR7 is localised to the
plasma membrane, let-7b binding led to stimulation of the cation channel transient receptor potential A1 (TRPA1) (Park et al.,
2014). Similarly, TLR7 is expressed on both cell surface and endosomes in macrophages (Mielcarska et al., 2020), however it is
exclusively present in endosomes in microglia (Kumar, 2019), therefore it is likely to see differences in ligand binding response
between RAW 264.7 cells and WT-MG.
Further, a qRT-PCR post validation confirmed that miR-29a is indeed significantly increased in BDE isolated from chronic
MA treatments. Other miRNAs from the RNA sequencing screen failed to show any differences indicating that miR-29a is predominantly upregulated in BDE isolated from chronically MA exposed monkeys. Interestingly, miR-29a expression was seen
strongly in microglia and neurons but minimally in astrocytes. It is well known that MA causes chronic neuroinflammation and
microglial activation in the brain, responsible for relapse-like behaviours in humans (Krasnova et al., 2016; Sekine et al., 2008).
However, it is still unknown whether MA-induced neuroinflammation perpetuates neurodegeneration and unclear whether it
contributes to MA-induced neurotoxicity. To investigate whether miR-29a could potentially cause such damage, we examined
the effects on microglia and neurons. First, to test the effect on microglia, synthetic miRNA oligonucleotides complexed with
DOTAP and WT or TLR7-/- microglia were treated with the complexes. An increased expression of TNFα and IL genes at 2
and 4 h post-treatments in response to EV-miR29a was observed, indicating a valid transcription event in response to binding of
miR29a:DOTAP to TLR7. Further, a significant increase in the expression of TNFα and IL6 cytokines in media supernatants from
WT microglia was seen when compared to other miR-29 family members or miR-29a mutants or while using TLR7-/- microglia.
Activation of microglia appears to precede MA-induced damage to striatal dopaminergic terminals in rodents (Lavoie et al.,
2004; Thomas & Kuhn, 2005; Thomas et al., 2004). Another study has shown the attenuation of MA-induced neurotoxicity in
interleukin-6-null mice, further supporting a potential role of activated microglia in the toxic effects of the drug (Ladenheim
et al., 2000). While the binding of EV-miR29a to TLR7/8 has been only shown in peripheral immune cells such as peritoneal
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macrophages (Fabbri et al., 2012) or dendritic cells (Ranganathan et al., 2017), we are first to report its binding in microglial
cells. Together, the data clearly indicate that MA, via the release of miR-29a in EVs, triggers inflammation in the brain. MA
causes long-term synaptic damage as well as induces changes in synaptic protein expression that persist even after long periods
of drug abstinence (Bosch et al., 2015; Charntikov et al., 2015; Faure et al., 2009). However, exact mechanisms by which MA causes
synaptic deficits are still unknown. Here, we investigated whether EV-miR29a elicits synaptic deficits in neurons. Both WT and
TLR7-/- mouse primary neurons were treated with DOTAP complexes that indicated a significant decrease in both synapses and
spines in miR29a:DOTAP-treated WT cultures but not in TLR7-/- cultures or when treated with miR-29a mutants. An overall
decrease in synapse and spine counts was seen in the TLR7-/- groups, this difference could be attributed to technical variations
in the primary culture preparations.
Since we now know that EV-miR29a could potentially elicit inflammation and cause neuronal damage, we questioned which
EV subtype is responsible for miR-29a cargo secretion. To explore this question, an in vitro method was employed. WT-MG
were exposed to repeated doses (2×) of 100 µM MA for 48 h to mimic chronic in vitro exposure. After 24 h treatments, we
observed an increase in the expression of endocytotic vesicles and plasma membrane blebbing (Figure 6a). Further, a second
dose of MA treatment for one hour initiated the immediate release of lEVs into the media, whereas media collected after another
24 h comprised mostly of sEVs and particles <50 nm, as measured by TEM and NTA (Figure 6b and c). Interestingly, plasma
membrane blebbing and large vesicle release have been observed before in microglial cells upon activation with ATP (Prada et al.,
2013); large EVs (0.1–1 µM in diametre), were seen to bleb from the cell surface. These results suggest that acute MA exposure
could elicit the release of lEVs from the plasma membrane, and repeated chronic exposure stimulated the release of sEVs from
multi-vesicular bodies (MVBs). Furthermore, to corroborate the in vivo BDE data, expression for markers to distinguish sEVs,
lEVs and exomeres revealed a significant increase in Alix (sEV) and HSP90 (exomere) were significantly increased in the sEVs
(secreted after 24 h treatment of the second dose) and Anx V (lEV) was upregulated in the 1 h post treatment groups. These
results nicely corelate with the in vivo experiment (Figure 6). Further, miR-29a expression was seen to be upregulated in the
sEVs and exomere pool (secreted after 24 h treatment of the second dose). These data indicate further confirm that miR-29a is
localised mainly to the sEVs and exomeres rather than lEVs. Previous studies have described selective (Tosar et al., 2015) and
non-selective (Santangelo et al., 2016; Shurtleff et al., 2016; Villarroya-Beltri et al., 2013) sorting of miRNAs within lEVs or sEVs.
Specifically, studies in cancer (Temoche-Diaz et al., 2019; Tosar et al., 2015) found that non-selective miRNA sorting occurs in
lEVs, whereas a selective mechanism of sorting occurs in sEVs. Several studies have mentioned various RNA binding proteins
(RBPs) such as hnRNPA2B1, Ago2, YBX-1, MEX3C, MVP and the La protein that help sort miRNAs into EVs; however, the
specific mechanisms are still unclear (Thomas & Kuhn, 2005). Similarly, certain membrane proteins such as Cav-1, nSMase2 and
Vps4A have been implicated in EV biogenesis and in the process have been shown to selectively shuttle miRNAs (Groot & Lee,
2020). Intriguingly, we see that there is an increase in the expression of both Vps4A and nSMase2 in microglial cultures (Figure 6f).
However, the purpose of selective sorting is still not completely understood. Whether the cell secretes specific miRNAs as a means
of eliminating unnecessary RNAs, including miRNAs, or for a specific signalling mechanism is challenging to determine at this
point. It has been reported by others that miR-29a can bind to RBPs such as YBX1 and TRIM71 (Treiber et al., 2017). Hence, a
similar mechanism of miR-29a sorting into EVs could be possible for miR-29a sorting as a result of inflammation during chronic
MA exposure. More mechanistic studies along these lines will be needed in the future to understand these complex processes.
Furthermore, we wanted to determine whether EVs isolated from WT microglia treated with MA would induce similar deficits.
EV characterisation from WT microglia treated with MA revealed a significant increase in EV-miR29a expression. As expected,
we see a decrease in synapse and spine numbers in cultures treated with EVs isolated from WT microglia treated with MA
when compared to EVs isolated from non-treated controls. Again, no effect was observed on neurons isolated from TLR7-/- animals (Figure 7). These data confirm that chronic MA treatment on microglia released EVs containing neuro-damaging cargo
leading to synaptodendritic injury. Interestingly, differential expression of TLR7 in various cell types largely affects the activation of different signalling mechanisms. For example, a previous study showed that both miR-21 and miR-29a bind and activate
TLR7 in macrophages, stimulating NFκB pathway and producing an inflammatory response (Fabbri et al., 2012). In a previous
study from our group, we revealed that miR-21 failed to activate the canonical TLR7 signalling in neurons but initiated a novel
cell death pathway, necroptosis, leading to neuronal cell death (Yelamanchili et al., 2015). Similarly, other studies have shown
that yet another TLR7/8 binding miRNA, Let-7b, could activate TLR7 and induce apoptosis of cortical neurons via activation
of myeloid differentiation factor 88 (MyD88)-dependent signalling pathways (Lehmann et al., 2012). However, when Let-7b is
applied extracellularly, it induces neuronal activation and the excitation of the nociceptor dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons
via the TLR7/TRPA1 interaction on the surface, therefore eluding the intracellular (e.g., MyD88, PKA, PKC, PLC and MAPK)
signalling (Park et al., 2014). These data clearly conclude that EV-miRNAs can have pleotropic effects and therefore the downstream mechanisms could largely vary and depend on cell-type, such as immune cells or neurons. These data collectively reveal
that EV-miR29a could be responsible for the induction of synaptodendritic injury during MA misuse.
While the effects of EV-miR29a were identified in the in vitro model, the larger and more challenging question to answer
is whether there is a direct relationship among chronic inflammation, EV-miR29a and drug-seeking behaviour. To understand
this relationship, we used the SA rat model. This model mimics the three phases of addiction: active drug-seeking, extinction
(abstinence) and reinstatement (relapse). Behaviour analysis clearly showed that rats receiving MA were more actively seeking
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the drug than the saline group. When BDEs were isolated from the brain cortices and EV number and miR-29a expression were
measured, the results showed that there was a sustained increase in EV number and miR-29a expression after extinction, and
a further increase was seen after MA reinstatement only in animals that self-administered MA (Figure 8c and d). These results
clearly indicate that chronic exposure to MA caused perturbations in EV biogenesis, thereby leading to increased secretion of EVs
and their associated miR-29a cargo. A surprising effect was the higher expression of miR-29a even after drug extinction indicating
that chronic inflammation could be driving these effects. This is supported by our previous works where we showed that chronic
drug-seeking enhanced neuroinflammation (Charntikov et al., 2015). Moreover, drug reinstatement further reinforced these
effects, indicating that the increase in EV secretion and its associated miR29a is a direct effect of MA-induced changes to the
EV biogenesis pathway. Interestingly, a recent study showed that active MA use could potentially increase plasma EV number
(Sandau et al., 2020). To further delineate the role of MA-BDE on neuronal function, we conducted a comprehensive functional
study on primary neuronal cultures that have been treated with BDE isolated from rats that were reinstated with either SAL or
MA. Results indicated that MA-BDE elicited both pro-inflammatory as well as injurious responses and specifically we were able
to show that MA-BDE can elicit inflammatory response via TLR7 (Figure 8e–g). Dendritic spine density in prefrontal neurons
have a direct relationship to synaptic plasticity and behaviour in primates as well as rodents (Kolb & Gibb, 2015). It is well known
that alterations in spine density could lead to perturbations in neuronal circuit functioning (Kolb & Gibb, 2015). Our results
show a significant decrease in spines indicating that MA-BDE could potentially cause damage to the neural circuits. Previous
studies showed that repeated MA exposure increased as well as decreased spine density in different areas of dorsal striatum
(Jedynak et al., 2007). There are no studies describing the same in SA models or in models of relapse. Our studies for the first
time show that the chronic effects of MA toxicity in the brain could be a result of BDE carrying neurotoxic cargo which could
possibly exacerbate neuronal injury during relapse. Although EVs and their associated miRNA cargo have been discussed as
potential tools for investigating neuronal health and as novel drug targets in drug addiction (Rao et al., 2018), so far there are no
reports directly correlating the effects of EVs, miRNAs and addiction behaviours. Our data for the first time shows such a direct
correlation between EV-miRNA and MA addiction using the SA model system.
To delineate the role of inflammation, we investigated whether ameliorating inflammation would reduce EV secretion and
subsequently affect EV-miR29a levels and therefore rescue synaptodendritic injury. Recent studies support the potential use of
anti-inflammatory drugs to ameliorate the behavioural and cognitive consequences of addiction (Kohno et al., 2019). One such
drug, Ibudilast (IBUD) or AV411, a phosphodiesterase inhibitor has shown promising results in animal models of MA addiction
(Charntikov et al., 2015). IBUD can easily cross the blood brain barrier (BBB), and clinical trials in MS patients have shown
that the drug is well tolerated and safe to be used in humans (Kolahdouzan et al., 2019). Intriguingly, phosphodiesterases are
important enzymes that not only act as secondary messengers but are also involved in ceramide biosynthesis which, in turn,
regulates EV biogenesis. A significant amount of work has been shown regarding sphingolipid phosphodiesterases as inhibitors
of EV biogenesis and release (Trajkovic et al., 2008). Similar to the chronic MA administration in macaques, EV biogenesis and
miR-29a expression were significantly enhanced in rats which were under a SA regimen. MA also significantly increased the
expression of IBA1, microglial marker, as well as proinflammatory cytokines TNFα and IL6 in both brain and blood (Figure 9a
and b). These data clearly indicate that MA contributes to both brain and peripheral inflammation. Surprisingly, administering
IBUD after MA regimen significantly rescued inflammation as seen from decreased expression of IBA1 as well as proinflammatory cytokines. Several studies of Human Immunodeficiency Virus-1(HIV) Tat-Mediated activation of microglial cells (Kiebala &
Maggirwar, 2011), MPTP model of Parkinson’s Disease (Schwenkgrub et al., 2017), experimental arthritis (Clanchy & Williams,
2019) and Multiple Sclerosis (MS) (Fiedler et al., 2017) have also shown a similar anti-inflammatory effect of IBUD. Furthermore, we see that IBUD treatment reduces the BDE number as well as miR-29a levels in MA rats (Figure 9c and d). Therefore,
we wanted to investigate whether IBUD can rescue EV biogenesis. To test this, we pretreated microglial cells with IBUD before
treating with MA. QRT-PCR data clearly revealed a decrease in many ESCRT-dependent and -independent genes that went up
with MA treatment. EV marker proteins, FLOT and ALIX, and ESCRT genes such as HRS, STAM, VPS, VPSA, VPSB
and VPS were decreased by pretreatment with IBUD. Surprisingly, an increase in CD and FLOT was seen with IBUD treatments, indicating a probable increase in EV release; however, this result directly contradicts our NTA data where we showed a
decreased secretion of EVs after IBUD treatment. A plausible explanation for this discrepancy comes from recent studies that
highlighted a synergistic relationship between autophagy and EV biogenesis pathways (Salimi et al., 2020). Intriguingly, a recent
study showed that IBUD increases autophagosomal synthesis, indicating that the autophagic clearance pathway might be its target of action (Chen et al., 2020). Emerging evidence clearly indicates a direct link between autophagy and EV biogenesis through
shared molecular machinery or organelles (Xu et al., 2018). It has also been shown that CD63 bridges autophagy and endosomal
pathways (Hurwitz et al., 2018). Therefore, increase in intracellular CD is not a direct indication of increased EV biogenesis but
could result from potential activation of autophagic pathways by IBUD to protect cells from the harmful effects of MA. It is well
known that autophagy plays a fundamental role in regulating immunity and inflammation (Matsuzawa-Ishimoto et al., 2018)
and therefore could be the most likely explanation for IBUD action on EV biogenesis in MA-treated cells. On the other hand, it
is unclear why an increase in FLOT and a decrease in FLOT expression was seen with IBUD. Both FLOT1 & 2 are expressed in
small EVs and are enriched in lipid raft domains, whether IBUD influences such lipid domains is still unclear at this point. More
detailed investigation would be required to understand these effects. These are novel observations and have never been reported
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earlier. Although, several studies considered the role of EVs in perpetuating inflammation (Console et al., 2019), here, for the
first time we report the direct effect of an anti-inflammatory agent on EV biogenesis.
Finally, to explore the translational relevance of these works, we evaluated the expression of plasma miR-29a as a potential
biomarker for MA use disorder. Although, there are reports of plasma EV protein or RNA as biomarkers for disease progression
and pathogenesis in several disorders, there have been few reports in addiction field, specifically, only in alcohol abuse (Kodidela
et al., 2019). EV-miRNA cargoes have several advantages over protein cargoes, due to their extreme stability in the plasma (Ge
et al., 2014). Hence, plasma EVs and their miRNA cargo can serve as perfect windows into brain disorders. Here, we evaluated the
presence of miR-29a in plasma EVs from the chronic macaque model as well as from human male MA users using DDPCR that
clearly revealed the upregulation of EV-miR29a copies in plasma EVs from MA groups in the two species. These data collectively
suggest that EV-miR29a from plasma could be used as a potential marker to indicate neuronal damage in human MA misusers.
A recent study on plasma-derived EVs from a population (n = 10) of MA active female users showed that there is increased EV
biogenesis in users that actively misused MA throughout their lifetime when compared to non-MA users, further supporting our
observation with BDE (Sandau et al., 2020). The authors further claim that they saw an overall reduction in the miRNA content
in the plasma EVs. Our RNA sequencing results from BDE also revealed very few upregulated miRNAs compared to the larger
portion of the downregulated miRNAs in the BDEs. Intriguingly, the authors also reported downregulation of miR-29a in the
plasma EVs from female MA users who were classified as active smokers when compared to users that did not smoke, indicating
that smoking influenced the miRNA expression profile in plasma. The study did not show an increased expression of miR-29a in
EVs when compared to non-MA users. Interestingly, our cohort consists of only males, and only one male MA user has reported
as an active smoker. It is highly likely that an interesting sex-specific difference exists, and these data needs to be evaluated in
future works.
In summary, using both in vivo and in vitro model systems, we provide novel evidence on the role of a brain-derived EV
(BDE) miRNA, miR-29a, to play a critical role in MA use disorder. Specifically, we show that chronic MA exposure leads to
secretion of different EV subtypes and that miR-29a is localised to the EV pool enriched in sEVs and exomeres. We also provide
a therapeutic relevance of the anti-inflammatory drug, IBUD, which was shown to rescue EV biogenesis, reduce the secretion
of miR-29a, and rescue synaptodendritic injury. Our data further support the use of IBUD as a therapeutic intervention for MA
use disorder. Finally, we show that miR-29a is upregulated in plasma obtained from male participants identified with MA use
disorder, indicating a possible role as a potential biomarker for therapeutic interventions.


.

METHODS
Ethics

Nonhuman primate (Macaca mulatta) specimens used in these studies were from previous animal studies performed under
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee approval (Protocol #: 11-032-05FC) at the University of Nebraska Medical Center.
Animal welfare was maintained by following the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals
(National Research Council of the US National Academy of Sciences) and US Department of Agriculture policies by trained
veterinary staff and researchers under Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care certification,
insuring standards for housing, health care, nutrition, environmental enrichment and psychological well-being. Conditions met
or exceeded those set forth in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals from the National Research Council of the US
National Academy of Sciences. Following saline or MA administration, as described in the text, animals were sacrificed following
deep anesthesia by intracardiac perfusion with sterile PBS containing 1 U/ml heparin. Tissues were removed and dissected, and
specimens placed in formalin for paraffin embedding as well as frozen and stored at -80◦ until use.

.

Animal samples, and methamphetamine treatment

MA treatments was performed as described previously (Niu et al., 2020). Briefly, male macaques were acclimated to the drug
using an escalating protocol, where the concentration of MA was slowly increased over a month-long period (0.1–2.5 mg/kg of
MA dissolved in sterile saline, delivered intramuscularly; Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). After the ramp-up phase, animals
were maintained at 2.5 mg/kg using a five-day on and 2-day off paradigm for the entire study period (28 weeks). Untreated
animals were injected with saline following the same injection regime. Blood samples were taken after 56 days of maintenance
for assessment. Necropsies were performed as determined by the animal protocol. At necropsy, deeply anesthetised animals were
perfused intracardially with sterile PBS containing 1 U/ml of heparin to clear blood including blood-borne cells from the brains,
and brains harvested for histopathology, viral determination and further experimental studies. Drug regimen and animal details
are provided in Figure S1 and Table S1.
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Rat MA self-administration

Experimental protocols were approved by the University of Nebraska–Lincoln Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

4.3.1

Subjects

Twenty-six Sprague Dawley rats (17 M, 9 F) were obtained at 9-weeks old from Envigo (Indianapolis, IN, USA). Rats were handled
by experimenters for 3 days upon arrival to allow for acclimation to the temperature- and humidity-controlled colony room. Following acclimation, rats were food restricted to a target weight of 90% of their free-feeding weight; target weights were increased
by 2 g each month to allow for typical growth. Water was available ad libitum in the home cage throughout the experiment.
Experiments were conducted during the light phase of a 12-h light-dark cycle (6AM-6PM). The protocols for this study were
approved by the University of Nebraska-Lincoln Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

4.3.2

Apparatus

Experimental sessions were conducted in ten standard conditioning chambers (ENV-008CT; Med Associates IV, Georgia, VT,
USA). Chambers (30.5 cm × 24.1 cm × 21 cm; l × w × h) were light- and sound-attenuating with aluminum sidewalls, metal
rod floors, and clear polycarbonate ceiling, front, and back walls. The dipper receptacle was mounted on the right aluminum
sidewall occupying a 5.2 × 5.2 × 3.8 cm (l × w × h) recessed space. Here, a dipper arm with an attached 0.1-ml cup was raised to
provide access to a solution inside the chamber. An infrared beam located within the dipper receptacle recorded the number of
dipper entries. A variable-speed syringe pump (PMH-100VS; Med-Associates) was located outside each cubicle. Tygon tubing
was attached to the pump syringe, threaded through a metal spring leash, and into the ceiling of the chamber where it was to be
attached to the catheter port on the back of the rat. Two retractable levers were located on each side of the receptacle. A white cue
light (2.54-cm diameter; 28 V, 100-mA) was mounted 7 cm above each lever. A house light (two white 28 V, 100-mA lamps) was
located in the cubicle, 10 cm above the chamber ceiling. Med Associates interface and software (Med-PC for Windows, version
IV) were used to collect data and present programmed events. All Med-PC programs are available upon request.

4.3.3

Drugs

(+)-Methamphetamine hydrochloride obtained from Sigma–Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) was dissolved in 0.9% sterile saline.
Meth was infused intravenously at 35.74 ul over 1 s at 0.05 mg/kg/infusion. For the drug-primed reinstatement session, 0.5 mg/kg
meth was injected intraperitoneally (IP) 15-min before the chamber placement. Dose for self-administration and drug-primed
reinstatement were based on previous research (Pittenger, Barrett, Chou et al., 2016). All doses are expressed in the salt form.

4.3.4

Lever training

Following colony acclimation, all rats received 5 days of sucrose-reinforced lever training using a fixed ratio 1 (FR1) schedule of
reinforcement. Training sessions began with the insertion of one of the two levers into the chamber and house light illumination.
Following one lever press or a lapse of 15 s, the lever retracted, liquid sucrose (26% v/v) was presented in the dipper receptacle
for 4 s, the house light was extinguished and a time-out period occurred (duration ranged between 30 and 89 s). Following the
time-out period, the opposite lever was inserted into the chamber. All rats received equal presentations of both levers (60 lever
presentations total). Sessions were completed when the rat received 60 sucrose presentations; session duration varied based on
individual performance (65–80 min).

4.3.5

Surgery

Rats were implanted with an indwelling catheter into the right jugular vein (cf. Pittenger, Barret, Chou et al., 2016). Rats received a
1 ml/kg intramuscular injection of 2:1 ratio cocktail of ketamine HCL (100 mg/ml) and xylazine HCL (20 mg/ml) to anesthetise the
animal. After surgery, rats were injected with 0.1 mg/kg buprenorphine to manage pain and 0.5 mg/kg atipamezole to terminate
anesthesia. Buprenorphine was administered a second time 24-hr after surgery. Rats were allowed to recover for 7 to 8 days
during which their catheters were flushed with 0.2 ml of a baytril (5 mg/ml) and heparin (30 U/ml) solution. On the final day of
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self-administration (day 25), rats underwent a catheter patency check by intravenous infusion of 0.05 ml xylazine (20 mg/ml).
Rats that displayed motor ataxia within 20 s of infusion were considered to have patent catheters.

4.3.6

Post-surgery training

Following recovery, rats received three days of post-surgery lever training with sucrose. During each 1-h session, 4-s sucrose
reinforcement was available following a variable ratio 3 (VR3) schedule of reinforcement. Each lever was presented individually
and alternated between sucrose presentation to prevent lever preference. Training produced robust lever pressing on both levers
such that all rats earned more than 80% of the 60 available sucrose reinforcers.

4.3.7

Self-administration

Rats received 25 days of self-administration in which they received group-specific intravenous infusions of either
0.05 mg/kg/infusion meth (n = 12) or saline (n = 14). Self-administration sessions were conducted for 2 h per day, 7 days per
week. Rats were randomly assigned which lever was designated as the active lever (meth or saline infusion) versus the inactive
lever. Before each session, rats were flushed with 0.2 ml of heparinised saline (30 U/ml). During each session, both levers were
inserted into the chamber. Completion of a VR3 schedule of reinforcement on the designated active lever resulted in an infusion
of 0.05 mg/kg/infusion meth or saline, retraction of both levers, illumination of the house light, and a 20-s time-out. Following
each time out, both levers were inserted back into the chamber and the house light was extinguished. Inactive lever responses
were recorded but had no programmed consequence. At the end of each session, rats were flushed with 0.2 ml of a cocktail
comprised of baytril (5 mg/ml) and heparinised saline (30 U/ml).

4.3.8

Extinction

Extinction sessions were procedurally identical to self-administration sessions with the exception that the completion of a VR3
on the active lever resulted in the same cue presentations (i.e., lever retraction, house light illumination) but infusions of meth
or saline were not delivered. Rats underwent 14 days of extinction.

4.3.9

Reinstatement

Following extinction, rats received one drug-primed reinstatement session. Rats were randomly assigned to receive an intraperitoneal injection of either 1 mg/ml saline (n = 13) or 0.5 mg/ml meth (n = 13) 15 min before the 2-h session. The reinstatement
session was procedurally identical to extinction sessions in which intravenous infusions of meth or saline were withheld.
Archived rat brains used for this study were a part of the previously published works by Charnitkov et al. (2015).

.

Reagents and drugs

Synthetic miRNAs with phosphorothioate or phosphodiester linkages were synthesised, desalted and purified by reverse-phase
cartridge by Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). The sequences are: miR-29a-3p (5′-UAGCACCAUCUGAAAUCGGUUA-3′),
29 Gmut (5′ UAGCACCAUCUGAAAUCAAUUA -3′), 29 Umut (5′-UAGCACCAUCUGAAAUCGGCCA -3′), 29 GUmut (5′
UAGCACCAUCUGAAAUCAACCA -3′). For in vitro studies, (+)-Methamphetamine hydrochloride (Sigma, St. Louis, MO)
was dissolved in sterile PBS and Ibudilast (Sigma) was dissolved in distilled water.

.

Mice, rats and cell lines

Tlr−/− mice were purchased from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, Maine) and bred in the UNMC animal facility. Pregnant wildtype (WT) mice and Sprague Dawley rats were purchased from Charles River (Wilmington, MA, USA). RAW 264.7
macrophages (American Type Culture Collection, Manassus, VA, USA) were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified eagle’s medium
(DMEM) (Invitrogen, CA, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Invitrogen) and penicillin-streptomycin.
The NR-9460 microglial cell line, derived from wild-type mice (WT-MG), and the NR-19980 microglial cell line, derived from
toll-like receptor 7 (TLR7) knockout mice (denoted TLR-/- -MG) (BEI Resources, Manassus, VA, USA), were cultured in DMEM
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supplemented with 10% FBS, 2 mM L-glutamine, 1 mM sodium pyruvate and 10 µg/ml ciprofloxacin. Cells were grown to confluence at 37◦ C in humidified air with 5% CO2 . Details for the cell lines are provided in supplemental files S1&S2.

.

Human biobank plasma samples

The office of Regulatory Affairs has determined that this study does not constitute human subject research as defined at
45CFR46.102(f). Plasma samples acquired from the Nebraska Biobank are collected from the Nebraska Medicine Clinical Laboratory from patients who have consented to donate their leftover clinical samples to the biorepository for research. Excess blood,
serum or plasma collected solely for clinical purposes is stripped of identifiers prior to entry into the biorepository. These samples
are linked via one-way hashing using an industry standard 128-character code and Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-128) to a subset
of clinical data which itself contains no identifying information. This link allows addition of subsequent, non-identifiable clinical
information to the database, but it is not possible to infer or compute the medical record number that generated the string.
Blood samples are collected into lithium heparin tubes (green top vacutainer tubes with gel separator). Plasma samples are
spun in the clinical laboratory and stored at 4◦ C in the Nebraska Medicine Clinical Laboratory until their release (up to 5 days) to
the Nebraska Biobank. Donor consent is checked for these released samples using a TECAN EVO Freedom 100 liquid handling
robot programmed to accept only consented and unique samples, that is, duplicate tubes from the same donor are not accrued.
Consented samples are aliquoted into 2D bar-coded tubes for long-term storage using a TECAN EVO Freedom 200 liquid handling robot. Bar-code and tube location data are imported into Dataworks Development Inc. ‘Freezerworks,’ a 21 CFR Part 11
compliant LIMS and linked to the de-identified database. Repository samples are stored in dedicated, secured, -80◦ C ultralow
freezers equipped with CO2 back-up, temperature surveillance and alarm notification systems. Sample search was performed
against the Nebraska BioBank Database by generating SQL queries for cases and controls separately as per the inclusion (MA use
disorder/MA addiction) and exclusion criteria (No HIV or polydrug use). The complete demographics for the individual donors
are now made available in the Table S4.

.

ELISA assays

Cells were prepared as above and stimulated for 16 h with 6 mg/ml of miRNAs complexed to the transfection agent N-[1(2,3-Dioleoyloxy)propyl]-N,N,Ntrimethylammonium methylsulfate (DOTAP) (1811177; Roche, Basel, Switzerland). Conditioned
medium was collected and analysed by TNF-α, IL1β and IL6 ELISA kit as per manufacturer’s instructions (eBioscience, San
Diego, CA, USA). Final cytokine concentrations were calculated based on a standard curve constructed in each independent
experiment. Values <8 and >1000 were recorded as 8 and 1000, respectively.

.

Fluorescent in situ hybridisation (FISH) and immunofluorescent (IF) labelling

FISH and IF were performed as described previously (Chaudhuri et al., 2013). First, formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded sections
were deparaffinised. For combined FISH and IF, this was followed by antigen retrieval using 0.01 M citrate buffer and postfixation using 0.16 M l-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC; Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) to prevent loss
of small RNAs. The sections were incubated with hybridisation buffer (50% formamide; 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0; 200 µg/ml yeast
tRNA; 1× Denhardt’s solution; 600 mM NaCl; 0.25% SDS; 1 mM EDTA; and 10% dextran sulfate) for 1 h at 37◦ C in a humidified chamber for prehybridisation. They were then incubated overnight at 37◦ C with locked nucleic acid (LNA)-modified DNA
probes, all labelled with digoxigenin at the 5′- and 3′-termini (Exiqon, Woburn, MA, USA). Probes were used at a concentration
of 4 pmol of probe per 100 µl of hybridisation buffer. The sequences of the probes are; U6: 5′-CAC GAA TTT GCG TGT CAT
CCT-3′ ; miR-29a: 5′-UAG CAC CAU CU GAA AUC GGUU A -3′. Stringency washes were performed with 2× and 0.2× SSC
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) at 42◦ C. The hybridisation and wash temperatures were optimised in preliminary experiments.
The sections were then blocked with a solution of 1% BSA, 3% normal goat serum in 1× PBS for 1 h at room temperature, followed by incubation with anti-digoxigenin peroxidase antibody (1:100 in blocking buffer; Roche Applied Science, Mannheim,
Germany) overnight at 4◦ C. For combined FISH and IF, co-incubation with either anti-IBA1 (1:1000; Wako, Mountain View, CA,
USA) or anti-glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP; 1:2000; Dako, Glostrup, Denmark) was performed at this step. The following
secondary antibodies were used: 568 donkey anti-rabbit and 488 goat anti-mouse IgG (1:400; Invitrogen). This was followed by
signal amplification using tyramide signal amplification Cy5 kit (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The slides were mounted in Prolong gold antifade reagent with DAPI (Invitrogen). The sections were imaged in
Zeiss Observer.Z1 microscope equipped with a monochromatic Axiocam MRm camera using Axiovision 40 v.4.8.0.0 software
(Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). The following colours were assigned to the fluorescent signals using the Axiovision software: Green for MAP2, Red for GFAP/IBA1, Magenta for Cy5-MiR, Blue for DAPI. ImageJ software was used to quantify the ISH
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images according to the previously published protocol (Lu & Tsourkas, 2011). Briefly, all images were processed to binary images
and total number of isolated signals within single cells was calculated in ImageJ using the particle analysis counter programme
as described in the protocol. A total of 100 cells per group were obtained from 10 images from each animal (n = 5 per SA/MA)
were used for analysis.

.

MA ‘binge’ treatments, N-RH-PE labelling and EV isolations

The NR-9460 microglial cell line, derived from wild-type mice (WT-MG) (BEI Resources, Manassas, VA, USA), were cultured
in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS, 2 mM L-glutamine, 1 mM sodium pyruvate and 10 µg/ml ciprofloxacin. Cells maintained
at 37◦ C in humidified air with 5% CO2 . For dose response assay, cells were treated with increasing concentrations of MA (50–
500 µM) or saline for 24 h followed by toxicity assay. For the time course assay, cells were treated with a single dose (1×) of 100 µM
MA for 24 h or 2× doses of MA over 48 h (once every 24 h) or 3× doses of MA over 72 h. Before treating the cells with the second
dose, EVs were isolated from media, which served as control (please see section below for EV isolation from media). The cells
were supplemented with fresh media with the second dose of 100 µM MA or PBS, and EVs were isolated immediately after
1 h. Fresh media was replaced again and EVs were re-isolated after 24 h of repeated MA treatments. For labelling experiments,
microglia were labelled with 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3 phosphoethanolamine-N-[lissamine rhodamine B sulfonyl] (N-RhPE), a fluorescent phosphatidyl ethanolamine analogue that has been shown to be taken up at the plasma membrane of cells,
sorted to endosomes, and secreted in exosomes (Willem et al., 1990). Cells were incubated with 1 µM N-RH-PE at 4◦ C for 60 min,
followed by washing three times with PBS. Post-labelling, the media was replaced with growth medium containing either 100 µM
MA or saline for 24 h at 37◦ C. Finally, the cells were fixed in 4% PFA for confocal microscopy.

.

EV isolations from media supernatants

The NR-9460 microglial cell line, derived from wild-type mice (denoted WT microglia), and the NR-19980 microglial cell line,
derived from TLR7 knockout mice (denoted TLR7-/- microglia) (BEI Resources, Manassas, VA, USA), were cultured in DMEM
supplemented with 10% FBS, 2 mM L-glutamine, 1 mM sodium pyruvate and 10 µg/ml ciprofloxacin. To isolate EVs from media,
∼ 20–25 × 106 cells were plated per T75 flask (three flasks per condition) and grown in EV-free complete media. To prepare
the EV-free complete media, DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS was spun at 200,000 × g at 4◦ C for 1 h. Cells were grown in
EV-free media and grown to confluence at 37◦ C in humidified air with 5% CO2. EVs were prepared from the media supernatants
of immortalised microglial cells by differential centrifugations. Conditioned media were harvested, centrifuged at 1000 × g for
10 min to eliminate cells, and again spun at 10,000 × g for 30 min, followed by filtration through a 0.22-µm filter to remove
cell debris. EVs were pelleted by ultracentrifugation ((Beckman Coulter SW32Ti rotor; Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA) at
100,000 × g (adjusted k-factor = 624.65; rotor SW32Ti) for 70 min. EVs were assessed for their protein content using a BCA
Protein Assay Kit (Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA). TSG101 and CD63 were detected by Western blot as exosome markers. EVs were
further quantified by TEM and NTA. For treatments on neurons, 1 × 109 particles (∼25 µl volume) were used.

.

EV isolations from brain tissue

EV isolations from the brains were carried out as described previously with modifications (Chand et al., 2020, Perez-Gonzalez
et al., 2012). Previously dissected and frozen macaque (frontal grey) or rat brain tissues (prefrontal cortices) (weighing approximately 450 mg each) were dissected and treated with 20 U/ml papain (Worthington, Lakewood, NJ) in Hibernate A solution
(5 ml/hemi-brain; BrainBits, Springfield, IL, USA) and rocked for 15 min at 37◦ C. In our modified protocol, we preferred using
Hibernate A for adult tissues instead of Hiberate E which is recommended for embryonic tissues as described in the original
protocol (Perez-Gonzalez et al., 2012).The brain tissue was gently homogenised in 10 ml/brain of cold Hibernate A solution. The
brain homogenate was sequentially filtered through a 40 µm mesh filter (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA), and a 0.2 µm syringe filter (Corning Incorporated (catalog # 431219), Corning, distributed by Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA). EVs were isolated from
the filtrate as described previously (Lopez-Verrilli & Court, 2012; Perez-Gonzalez et al., 2012). Briefly, the filtrate was sequentially
centrifuged at 300 × g for 10 min at 4◦ C, 2000 × g for 10 min at 4◦ C, and 10,000 × g for 30 min at 4◦ C to discard cells, membranes, and debris. The supernatant was put in Beckman Coulter Centrifuge Tube (# 344058) and was centrifuged at 100,000 ×
g (adjusted k-factor = 624.65; rotor SW32Ti) for 60 min at 4◦ C to pellet EVs. The EV pellet was resuspended in 37 ml of cold
PBS (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA), and the EV solution was centrifuged at 100,000 × g (adjusted k-factor = 624.65; rotor
SW32Ti) for 60 min at 4◦ C. The washed EV pellet was resuspended in 2 ml of 0.95 M sucrose solution and inserted inside a
sucrose step gradient column (six 2-ml steps starting from 2.0 M sucrose down to 0.25 M sucrose in 0.35 M increments, with the
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0.95 M sucrose step containing the EVs). The sucrose step gradient was centrifuged at 200,000 × g (adjusted k-factor = 256.65;
rotor SW41Ti), 7 acceleration and 7 deceleration for 16 h at 4◦ C. A 1-ml fraction was collected from the top of the gradient
and discarded, and 6 ml of the gradient were collected in the EV rich layers containing material with a density higher than 1.07
(0.60 M sucrose layer) and lower than 1.17 (1.30 M sucrose layer) (Perez-Gonzalez et al., 2012). Pooled fractions were diluted
to 30 ml with cold PBS. and centrifuged at 100,000 × g (adjusted k-factor = 624.65; rotor SW32Ti) at 4◦ C for 60 min. PBS was
pipetted off the pellet. Pellet was suspended in 50 to 100 µl of PBS depending on pellet size and was used for RNA extraction and
Western blot studies.

.

Electron microscopy

For transmission electron microscope (TEM), a 10 µl drop of EV sample was placed on the grid (200 mesh copper grids coated
with Formvar and silicon monoxide) and allowed to sit for 2 min. The excess solution was drawn off by filter paper, and the
remaining thin film of sample was allowed to dry for 2 min. A drop of NanoVan negative stain was placed on the grid for 1 min.
The excess negative stain was then drawn off by filter paper and allowed to dry for at least 1 min before being placed in the TEM.
Grids were examined on a Tecnai G2 Transmission Electron Microscope (built by FEI, Hillsboro, Oregon, USA) operated at
80 Kv.

.

Nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA)

EV size distribution curves and concentration measurements were carried out by NTA using a Nanosight NS300TM (Malvern
Instruments, UK). For NTA analysis, EV pellets were resuspended in 100 µl of particle free PBS (PBS spun at 100,000 × g for
1 h to remove salts and other particulates), following which 10 µl of the sample was diluted to 1:100 to 1:1000 in PBS prior to
measurements. All samples were loaded with the laser module outside the instrument. As the sample was loaded, care was taken
to avoid air pockets. The machine was equipped with a 488 nm laser and a syringe pump system, with a pump infusion speed
of 20. The standard measurement option was selected for the scripted workflow to capture videos. The number and duration of
captures were set to 5 and 60 s, respectively. The base filename and location were selected prior to starting the run. The camera
level was set at 11. Background measurements were performed with particle free filtered PBS, which revealed the absence of any
kind of particles. Five video recordings were carried out for each EV preparation with a duration of 60 s with frame rates of 25
frames/s. Once the videos were recorded, the NTA 3.1 software version was used to analyse the sample videos. For analysis, the
screen gain was set to 1.0, and the detection threshold was adjusted to set the minimum brightness of pixels to be considered. At
the end of the analyses, the dilution factor for the samples was updated before data export.

.

RNA isolation and qRT-PCR (BDEs, media derived EVs and tissues)

Total RNA for miRNA sequencing isolated from both monkey and rat BDE and media derived EV samples was performed using
the miRVANA miRNA kit (Thermo Scientific, Rockford, IL, USA) as per the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, EV pellets
are lysed in mirVana lysis buffer and incubated for 10 min on ice. Organic extraction was performed by addition of one-tenth
volume of miR homogenate additive, followed by incubation for 10 min. Acid-Phenol:Chloroform was added, briefly vortexed
and centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 5 min to separate the aqueous and organic phase. For total RNA isolation, 1.25 volumes of 100%
ethanol were added to the separated aqueous phase and passed through filter cartridge. The filter was washed with the wash
solutions provided in the kit and the RNA was eluted using pre-heated nuclease free water. Preheated nuclease free water passed
through column to recover RNA. Nano Drop Spectrophotometer was used to quantify RNA. For quantification of miRNA in EVs
by qRT-PCR, TaqMan mature miR assays (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA, USA) for miR-29a-3p (Assay ID: 002112); miR24-3p (Assay ID: 000402); miR-143-3p (Assay ID: 000466); miR-191-5p (Assay ID: 002299) and miR-126 (Assay ID: 002228)
were used according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The relative amount of miRs was determined by comparison to a standard
dilution curve, made from known standards (copy number) created from synthetic miRs (Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA).
The Ct values of the samples were extrapolated into the standard curve to calculate the miR-29a copies/µl. We used the formula
[RNA/DNA] = 10ˆCt-b/m (where Ct = threshold Ct value, b = Y-intercept and m = slope) to calculate the amount of miRNA
in each sample.
Total RNA from brain tissues were isolated using the Direct-Zol RNA kit (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA, USA) based on the
manufacturer’s protocol. Nano Drop Spectrophotometer was used to quantify RNA. cDNA was prepared from the respective
samples using the Superscript IV kit (Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, USA), and thereafter RT-PCR was performed using TaqMan
Custom Array Plates for genes involved with the endosomal sorting complexes required for transport (ESCRT) pathways (Applied
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Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA, USA), see Table S5 for details on primers. The Delta-delta Ct method was used to calculate fold change.
Data normalisation was performed using 18S and GAPDH as internal controls. Details for taqman primers are provide in Table S5.

.

RNA sequencing

Small RNAseq was performed by LC Sciences (Houston, TX, USA). Quality check was performed by running the RNA on bioanalyzer before sequencing. Using the RNA isolated from EVs, a small RNA library was generated using the Illumina Truseq Small
RNA Preparation kit following the manufacturer’s guidelines. The cDNA library was purified and used for cluster generation
on Illumina’s Cluster Station and then sequenced on the Illumina GAIIx (Ilumina, San Diego, CA). Raw sequencing reads were
obtained using Illumina’s Sequencing Control Studio software (version 2.8) following real-time sequencing image analyses and
base-calling by Illumina’s Real-Time Analysis (version 1.8.70). A pipeline script, ACGT101-miR v4.2 (LC Sciences), was used for
sequencing data analyses (Li et al., 2010, Meyer et al., 2011, Wei et al., 2011). Sequences were then mapped to miRbase (version
20.0) (Kozomara & Griffiths-Jones, 2014). 774 unique sequences mapped to both Macaca mullata mirs in miRbase and the Macaca
mullata genome. Many of these had very low normalised counts; thus, only those with >635 counts in any one group (comprising 109 mirs) were chosen for statistical analyses. Normalisation of the miRNAs was performed by selecting a set of miRNAs
that show similar expression across all the samples and re-calculating the library size parameter as described previously (Anders
& Huber, 2010). To assess differences between the groups, normalised sequence counts were subjected to a Bayes-regularised
one-way ANOVA using analysis conducted using the Cyber-T web server (http://cybert.ics.uci.edu) (Baldi & Long, 2001, Kayala
& Baldi, 2012). The sliding window size was set at 101, the Bayesian confidence value was 11, and analysis was performed on the
natural logarithm of the values. Significant changes were assigned if the Bonferroni corrected p value was < 0.05.

.

Digital droplet PCR (DDPCR)

Droplet DD PCR was performed to quantify EV-miR29a from healthy and MA-addicted individuals. PCR mix reaction consisted
of 20 µl volume, containing 4.25 µl of diluted cDNA, 10 µl of 2x Eva green super mix, 0.75 µl of 20x miR29a RT primer and 5 µl
of nuclease free water. The master mix is then transferred to a 96 well reaction plate and run on a QX200 Automatic Droplet
Generator (Bio-Rad). The droplet generator generates each reaction which is partitioned into 20,000 nanoliter-sized droplets,
which are transferred to 96 well PCR plate, which is kept in C1000 Touch thermal cycler. PCR reaction was performed according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. The sealed 96-well plate was then transferred to a plate holder of the QX200 Droplet Reader.
QuantaSoft software v1.7 was used to analyze the droplets in each well as well as to count copy number of miRNA in each sample.

.

Isolation of EVs and total RNA from blood plasma

EVs and total RNA was isolated from blood plasma using the ExoRNeasy serum/plasma Midi kit (Qiagen, 77044) as described
in previously published protocol (Alexander et al., 2021).

.

Western blotting

To prepare BDE/EV, same amount of starting material was always chosen. BDE/EV lysates were prepared using RIPA buffer
(50 mM Tris/HCl, pH 8; 150 mM NaCl; 1% Nonidet P-40; 0.5% sodium deoxycholate; and 0.1% SDS), and protein quantification
was carried out using Pierce BCA protein assay (Thermo Scientific, Rockford, IL, USA). We used equal concentrations of particles for rat tissues as measured by NTA. All the BDE pellets were resuspended in equal volumes of particle free PBS. BDE protein
was loaded in each lane of NuPAGE 4%–12% Bis-Tris gels (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Separated proteins were transferred
onto nitrocellulose membranes using iBlot 2 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). The membranes were first stained with Ponceau
stain (PS) to visualise equal loading, followed by washing with 1x PBS and blocking in SuperBlock (TBS) blocking buffer (Thermo
Scientific). Membranes were then incubated overnight at 4◦ C with primary antibody followed by secondary antibody (see table
below). Blots were developed with 1:1 solution of Radiance Chemiluminescent Substrate and Luminol/Enhancer (Azure Biosystems, Dublin, CA, USA). A c300 imaging system (Azure Biosystems) was used to visualise the blots, and images acquired were
quantified using the ImageJ software version 1.52a. Ponceau stained blots were used for normalisation as published previously
(Sander et al., 2019). Lanes were manually fit to each lane and strongly stained bands were quantified. Band intensities were
totaled for each lane and used for normalisation. The following table described the running conditions, primary and secondary
antibodies used in this study.
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MW
(kDa)

 Ab
dilution

44

1:1000

HRP-conjugated
goat
anti-Rabbit

1:10000

1:500

HRP-conjugated
goat
anti-Rabbit

1:10000

55

1:1000

HRP-conjugated
goat
anti-Rabbit

1:10000

human, mouse,
rat, monkey

90

1:1000

HRP-conjugated
goat
anti-Rabbit

1:10000

Rabbit

human, mouse,
rat, dog

47

1:1000

HRP-conjugated
goat
anti-Rabbit

1:10000

Reducing

Rabbit

human, mouse,
rat, dog,
horse, pig,
bovine

95

1:1000

HRP-conjugated
goat
anti-Rabbit

1:10000

ab14196

Reducing

Rabbit

human, mouse,
rat,

36.8

1:1000

HRP-conjugated
goat
anti-Rabbit

1:10000

Cell signalling

D84G10

Reducing

Rabbit

human, mouse,
rat, monkey

97

1:1000

HRP-conjugated
goat
anti-Rabbit

1:10000

Arg-2

Abcam

ab186733

Reducing

Rabbit

human, mouse,
rat

97

1:1000

HRP-conjugated
goat
anti-Rabbit

1:10000

CD81

BIO-RAD

MCA1846

Nonreducing

Hamster

rat

∼26

1:500

HRP-conjugated
goat
anti-Hamster

1:10000

CD63

BD Biosciences

BD551458

Nonreducing

Mouse

human, rat

30-60

1:500

HRP-conjugated
rabbit
anti-mouse
IgG

1:10000

GAPDH

ThermoFisher

MA5-15738

Reducing

Mouse

bacteria, dog,
chicken,
hamster,
human, insect,
mouse, rabbit,
rat, yeast

37

1:5000

HRP-conjugated
rabbit
anti-mouse
IgG

1:10000

Apo-E

Santa Cruz
Biotechnology

SC-390925 (F-9)

Reducing

Mouse

mouse, rat,
human

36

1:1000

HRP-conjugated
rabbit
anti-mouse
IgG

1:10000

GM130

BD Biosciences

610822

Reducing

Mouse

human, mouse,
dog

130

1:1000

HRP-conjugated
rabbit
anti-mouse
IgG

1:10000

Hsp-70

Millipore Sigma

SAB4200714

Reducing

Mouse

bovine, monkey,
sea urchin,
dog, human,
insect, fish,
chicken,
mouse, rat,
rabbit, plant

∼70

1:1000

HRP-conjugated
rabbit
anti-mouse
IgG

1:10000

Antibody

Company

Cat#

Running
condition

Host

Reactivity

TSG101

Abcam

ab133586

Reducing

Rabbit

mouse, rat,
human

CD9

SBI

EXOABCD9A-1

Nonreducing

Rabbit

Calreticulin

Cell signalling

2891S

Reducing

Rabbit

mouse, rat,
human

Hsp-90

Cell signalling

C45G5

Reducing

Rabbit

Flotillin-1

Abcam

ab41927

Reducing

Alix

Santa Cruz
Biotechnology

sc-99010
(h-270)

ANXA5

Abcam

Arg-1

28
human, mouse, rat

 Ab

 Ab
dilution

(Continues)
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Antibody

Company

Cat#

Running
condition

Host

Reactivity

MW
(kDa)

 Ab
dilution

Alix

Biolegend

634501

Reducing

Mouse

mouse, human

96

1:1000

HRP-conjugated
rabbit
anti-mouse
IgG

1:10000

VDAC1

Abcam

ab14734

Reducing

Mouse

mouse, rat,
sheep, goat,
cat, dog,
human, pig,
drosophila
melanogaster,
fish, quail,
common
marmoset,
dogfish,
catshark

39

1:1000

HRP-conjugated
rabbit
anti-mouse
IgG

1:10000

.

 Ab

 Ab
dilution

Primary neuronal isolation

Primary cortical cultures were isolated from postnatal P0/P1 mice or embryonic day 18 (E18) rat pups as described previously
(Beaudoin et al., 2012). In brief, cortices were dissected and washed 3x with ice-cold calcium–magnesium-free Hanks’ balanced
salt solution followed by incubation with 0.25% trypsin for 20 min in a 37◦ C water bath. Followed by subsequent washes with
HBSS and complete neuronal media (neurobasal medium containing 0.5 mM l-glutamine and B27 supplement (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY)). Individual cells were mechanically isolated by trituration in complete neuronal media with a firepolished glass pipette. The cells were plated on poly-d-lysine-coated coverslips/plates and cultured in at 37◦ C in a humidified
atmosphere of 5% CO2 incubator till DIV 14.

.

DOTAP treatments on immortalised microglial and neuronal cultures

DOTAP treatments were performed as described previously (Yelamanchili et al., 2015). Synthetic miRNAs were complexed with
DOTAP, which is capable of protecting as well as delivering miRNAs to the endosome (Sioud, 2005), to mimic miRNA delivery by
EVs. Synthetic miRNAs were diluted in HBS buffer (20 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.4) or mixed with lipofection reagent N[1-(2,3-Dioleoyloxy)propyl]-N,N,Ntrimethylammonium methylsulfate (DOTAP) (1811177; Roche, Basel, Switzerland). DOTAP
was first diluted in HBS- for 5 min before mixing with an equal volume of HBS containing the RNA. The resulting mix was
incubated for 20 min and 50 µl were added per well of a 24-well plate, resulting in a final volume of 200 µl. Transfections were
conducted in triplicate in all experiments. The ratio of DOTAP to ssRNA was 3:1 (3 µl DOTAP to 1 µg RNA). After stimulation,
conditioned medium was collected and TNFα ELISA was performed.
To treat cultures, reagents were added to cell cultures for 24 h. For EV toxicity (LDH) assay EV/BDE preparations (1 x 109
particles/ml) were added to either days in vitro 14 (DIV 14) differentiated primary neurons or to immortalised microglial cultures
plated at a density of 2 × 105 cells/well in a 24 well plate. Control cultures were incubated with phosphate-buffered saline. After
24 h, LDH assay was conducted on the media according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Cytotoxicity detection kit (LDH),
Roche, Basel, Switzerland). Briefly, 100 µL of culture medium were transferred to a new 96-well plate. Hundred microlitres of the
reaction solution from the kit, containing the detection dye and the catalyst, were then added; absorption was measured after
30 min at 490 nm with 655 nm as reference wavelength. A positive control, 2% triton was used leading to 100% cytotoxicity by
lysing the cells completely. The background values from wells without cells were subtracted and average values for the triplicates
calculated. Cytotoxicity was then calculated according to the following equation: Cytotoxicity (%) = (experimental value – media
control)/(positive control – media control) × 100.

.

Immunocytochemistry

After DOTAP treatments, DIV 14 neurons were fixed in 4% Paraformaldehyde (Thermo Scientific) in 1x PBS for 15 minutes
at room temperature. Neurons were washed three times with 1x PBS. Neurons were then permeabilised with 0.25% Tween-20
(Thermo Scientific) in 1x PBS for 15 min. Cells were blocked in 0.5% Normal Goat Serum (Vector Labs Burlingame, CA), 0.25%
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Tween-20, and 1% Bovine Serum Albumin (Millipore) in 1x PBS for 1 h at room temperature. Primary antibodies were diluted in
1% Normal Goat Serum, 0.25% Tween-20, and 1% Bovine Serum Albumin in 1x PBS. Primary antibodies were applied overnight
at 4◦ C. Coverslips were washed three times with 1x PBS. Secondary antibodies and DAPI (Life Technologies) were diluted in
the same buffer as primary, and coverslips were incubated in secondary for 1 h at room temperature. Cells were washed thrice
in 1x PBS and once with de-ionised water then mounted with ProLong Gold antifade (Invitrogen) on Superfrost Plus charged
microscope slides (Thermo Scientific). The following antibodies were used for ICC:
◦ Antibody

Dilution

Company

Animal Host

◦ Antibody

Dilution

Animal Host

MAP2

1:200

Thermo Scientific,
(Rockford, IL, USA)
PA5-17646

Rabbit

Alexa 488

1:500

Chicken-Anti-Rabbit

Drebrin

1:1000

MBL (Woburn, MA)
D029-3

Mouse

Alexa 568

1:500

Donkey-Anti-Mouse

VGLUT1

1:200

Millipore (Burlington, MA)
ab5905

Guinea Pig

Alexa 647

1:500

Goat-Anti-Guinea Pig

PSD95

1:300

Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA)
MA1-045

Mouse

Alexa 568

1:500

Donkey-Anti-Mouse

.

Confocal imaging of spines and synapses

All experiments were randomised and performed by a blinded independent researcher.
Confocal imaging was performed and synaptic puncta as well as dendritic spines were imaged using the IMARIS software.
Z-Stack images (pixel size 0.4143 µm with a 0.2 µm Z step) were acquired with a Nikon A1R Confocal microscope or with EVOS
M5000 (60x oil objective, NA 1.50) 16-Stacked images were then compressed together in ImageJ using the ZProjection function.
Synapse colocalisation of PSD95 and VGLUT1 was analyzed along 50 µm dendrite segments using the NeuronJ and SynapCountJ
plugins for imageJ according to Mata et al. (2021). Secondary dendrites were chosen for spine measurements. Dendritic ‘spines’
were defined as dendritic protrusions at roughly right angles from the dendrite and had no further branches and were distinct
from dendritic branches or growth cones. Dendritic spine marker Drebrin was used for immunostaining. For dendritic spine
analysis, Z-Stack images (pixel size 0.1 µm with a 0.1 µm Z Step) were acquired with a Zeiss Observer Z1 fluorescent microscope
with ApoTome (63x oil objective, NA 1.40). A 10-Stacked images were then compressed together in ImageJ using the ZProjection
function. All three-color channels were then merged together into a flattened image. A total of 50 µm dendrite segments were
selected from soma were selected and measured for spine analysis using ImageJ. All the segments selected were randomised from
three separate experiments.

.

Preparation of serially diluted haemolysed controls

Blood from a healthy volunteer was drawn into a K2 EDTA tube. A stock solution of haemolysis controls was made by adding
0.2 ml of whole blood from a K2 EDTA tube into 10 ml of distilled water to lyse the blood cells. PBS was added to the stock
solution to generate serial dilutions of this sample.

.

Assessment of the degree of haemolysis

Blood plasma samples were visually inspected, and the haemolysis score was determined as follows: 0, no sign of haemolysis;
1, slight haemolysis that cannot be ruled out due to dark yellow discolouring; 2, haemolysis is strongly suspected by orange to
pink discoloring; 3, evident haemolysis with dark pink to red discolouring. Absorbance of plasma samples was measured at 560,
576 and 592 nm by spectrophotometry (Infinite M200 PRO, Tecan, Ma¨nnedorf, Switzerland), and the degree of haemolysis was
determined by the following formula: estimated haemoglobin level = 2*OD576 nm–OD560 nm–OD592 nm (Cripps, 1968).

.

Statistical analysis

Data was analyzed with GraphPad Prism software using unpaired two-tailed Student’s t or one-way ANOVA or two-way ANOVA
test where required. For synapse and spine analysis, box and whisker plots were made to include distribution variability. Error
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bars in figures indicate ± SEM. A p value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.005, ***p < 0.001 and
****p < 0.0001.
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